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UDSNAVARGA

Chapter XI

SRAKANAVARGA The Ascetic

Stem the stream with vigour; dispel desires, Brahmana

;

the wise man who does not discard desires does not achieve

oneness

.

Do what you should do; put all your energy into it. A monk

without zeal does no more than accumulate faults (lit. stain).

An action accomplished without zeal, imperfect asceticism,

religious conduct which is not perfectly pure, do not yield

great fruits .

Just as a reed which is wrongly grasped cuts the hand, wrong-

ly practised asceticism leads to hell.

Just as a reed which is correctly grasped does not cut the

hand, so correctly practised asceticism Is very near to Nir-

vana .

For a weak-minded man, asceticism is difficult to practise

and difficult to maintain. Wherever obstacles are numerous,

the foolish man despairs.

How can asceticism be practised without controlling the mind7

At every step one despairs and falls under the power of fan-

cies.

Taking up the homeless life wrongly is joyless; [living the

household life is painful;} living in society is suffering

and a series of existences is also suffering.

Many men garbed in the yellow robe up to their throats are

depraved and uncurbed; a depraved man is led by his faults

in this world into a bad destiny.

He whose immortality is limitless resembles a sala [Sal tree]

covered in mi2uvi [-creeper]; he makes of himself what his

enemy wishes him to be.
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1 I . One is not an 'Rider ' just, because one has grey ha L r
.

Ripe

in years you may well be, 'aged in delusion 1 you .ire called.

Me who , ha viiij" p) aced liLmsel £ beyond right <>i wrong, pi act is-

ee religious conduct; be who walk:; apart from others (V)

is said to be an ' K 1 d e r '
.

A shaven head does not. make a Sramana f>l a man who fails

in his word and who lies. Given nvci to RT<il i I' icat 1 on and

cove tousness , how could be lie a Sr am.in.i?

14. A shaven head does not make a Si araaua on I nl a m.in who la I in

in his word and who lies; be who put :; an end to faults,

great and small, wit bout exception, the end ol laulla cau.se::

it to be said of him: ' he is a Sranana.

15. (He who has dispelled all wi'onR is called Hr.ifini<in.i ; I
lio

who lives [in calmness I
is called Ki.iiu.in,

pelled blemishes is I ben called 1'i.ivi.ijii.i

he who has d i s

(Translated by Sar.i Hdin-Uelib I'l'iim I he Prviit-fa "I N.l'. llli.ikr.ivai t i

)

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PURIFICATION AMD INSIGHT*

Phra Ac ham Th awee Ba 1 adhammo

The subject of mind purification and meditative insight is very

profound as it is connected with experiences arising from the

practice of meditation. People who do not meditate are not like-

ly to come across these experiences, while for the practitioners

there often arises a difficulty in clearly understanding a short

exposition of the course of practice unless they have previously

studied the Sutta or Abhidhamma texts and so are familiar with

the Buddhist way of thinking. To preclude doubts or misunder-

standings, an effort will be made to explain the true import

of the concepts of mental development found in the Buddha's teach-

ing.

The aim of Lhi s reaching, as explained in the Four Noble

Truths, is the perfect understanding of what is suffering and

how to put an end to suffering. In the context of Buddhism,

the term 'suffering' is not restricted to just painful or depres-

sing experience. It denotes all phenomena which are liable to

change and do not remain as they are. If you consider this state-

ment for another moment, you will agree that in fact there is

nothing in the whole universe which does not come under this

definition of suffering, since everything is dependent on condi-

tions for its existence, and nothing can be found in the world

which does not change in the course of time. Even what we call

happiness is also a form of this suffering. We can enjoy happy

states and pleasurable things as long as they last, but there

will always be the problem of safeguarding the conditions for

our happiness, and when they finally change we are left with

the feeling of privation and unsatisfied desire calling for re-

newed action. Conditioned things are not able to give lasting

satisfaction and therefore they are called suffering.

The cause of suffering is said to be the attachment to these

ever changing conditioned phenomena, taking them as happy and

lasting. Falsely, we perceive the promise of happiness in certain

objects and thus craving arises leading to attachment and action

to obtain what we desire. At the fulfilment of the action, desire

temporarily vanishes. This is what we call happiness, but it
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is just the absence of desiTe. As the focus of attention is

only on the object and not on the mind itself, we get the impres-

sion that happiness is a quality residing in the object, so that

the only way to feel happy seems to be through desired objects.

In this way, attachment itself is held to be a good thing as

it enables us to enjoy happiness more intensely. All we are

really trying to do is get rid of desire because then we feel

happy. However, we are Just not aware of the fact that it is

impossible to extinguish desire as long as it is directed towards

impermanent objects.

It is through ignorance of the true nature of conditioned

phenomena that we come to identify attachment with happiness

and thus continue to cause more suffering to arise. In ordet

to destroy the cause of suffering, i.e. to abandon attachment,

it is necessary to pierce through the veil of ignorance to reach

a correct perception of the phenomena] world.

This cannot be achieved through intellectual studies or a

moral way of living alone. It is necessary to apply the correct

method of mental development leading to the arising of supramun-

dane wisdom.

For this purpose, the Buddha has taught the practice of in-

sight meditation through the Eightfold Path, consisting of a

threefold training in the fields of morality, concentration and

wisdom. Right speech, right action and right livelihood are

the morality group; right effort, right mindfulness and right

concentration constitute the concentration group; the wisdom

group consists of right understanding and right thought. It

is the function of the Right fold Path to lead to the cessation

of suffering. When morality, concentration and wisdom are gradu-

ally developed through the practice of insight meditation, the

mind becomes more and more purified, which means that the original

delusion disappears by stages, giving way to a clear vision of

things as they really are.

There are seven stages of purification ending with a state

of mind which is able to realise the true nature of existence

without any preconceived ideas. The first stage is purification

of conduct concerning morality. The second stage is purification

of the mind through concentration. The third is purification

Purification and Insight

of view, while the fourth is purification by overcoming doubt.

The fifth is purification by knowledge and vision of what is

and what is not the path. The sixth stage is purification by

knowledge and vision of the course of practice. The seventh

stage is purification by knowledge and vision, showing the full

development of wisdom.

The Eightfold Path is related to the seven purifications

through the three groups of morality, concentration and wisdom.

Prom the third to the sixth purifications, the wisdom group is

developed on the mundane level until it has gained the strength

to realise the supramundane . At the same time, concentration

is getting deeper and morality more stable, so that with the

seventh purification the whole of the Eightfold Path is fully

developed and is thus called the supramundane or Noble Path.

There is yet another approach to the development of wisdom,

and that is through the sixteen steps of insight. The stages

of purification describe the state of mind as it changes in accor-

dance with the development of the Eightfold Path, whereas the

steps of insight give us a more detailed impression of what the

meditator experiences during the course of practice beginning

from the third purification. The initial three steps of insight

correspond to the third, fourth and fifth purification respective-

ly. On the basis of the sixth purification, there are eight

steps of insight leading successively onwards to the accomplish-

ment of the seventh purification. The remaining five steps of in-

sight belong to that stage. Out of the sixteen steps, only the

fourteenth and fifteenth constitute supramundane wisdom; all

the others are mundane wisdom.

In fact, the whole process of purification is a gradual de-

velopment of wisdom through correcting wrong views. When one

step of insight first appears, the corresponding degree of wisdom

is quite weak and can be lost again easily. As the meditator

strives on, his insight becomes more firm and mature. Only then

can it be said that the mind is purified in the respective stage

of purification. The purification belonging to the sixth stage

is most important, and is the main part of the practice after

the meditator has come to know the correct method of development.

Then eight steps of insight arise before the sixth purification
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is fulfilled. The seventh purification actually takes place

only with the fourteenth step of insight. However, since the

twelfth and thirteenth steps are inseparably involved in the

process of the arising of the Noble Path, they are also counted

as belonging to that stage.

The aim of the Buddha's teaching la the direct experience

of ultimate reality. Through the practice of insight meditation,

wisdom is developed which has the power to cut through ignorance.

This kind of wisdom is different from the knowledge that we acquire

through studying books or through thinking about experience.

The condition for the arising of insight wisdom is the application

of mindfulness regarding the present experience. Reality must

be experienced when it exists; it cannot be found in the past

or in the future. Only that which presents itself now is real

in the ultimate sense. When the focus of mindfulness is directed

to the present object, it will be possible to realise the true

characteristics of conditioned phenomena and to free oneself

of attachment

.

Right mindfulness is the leading factor of the Eightfold

Path because it is the origin of wisdom which has to be developed.

When mindfulness is practised, all the other factors of the Path

are directed towards the one aim of liberation and, in the course

of time, the seven purities and sixteen insights will become

manifest in the mind.

When starting the practice, however , mindfulness, concentra-

tion and the other factors of the Path are still weak. Therefore,

the quality of energy plays a crucial part in the beginning:

it is the decision to make an effort in the practice and to con-

tinue until mindfulness has been established and insight wisdom

begins to appear.

Now we shall proceed to explain the purifications and insights

in more detail

.

I . Purification of Cond uct

The beginner is not able to control the mind so that it can be

used for the task of analysing reality. He is disturbed by wan-

dering thoughts, by agitation and anxieties, while concentration

and wisdom are lacking. His actions are often motivated by defile-
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ments which in turn cause more disturbance in the mind so that

there is no peace. Therefore, mindfulness should be i'ii red

towards the purification of action through body and 8p«i>c I , con-

trolling them by taking five, eight or ten precepts, in l he case

of lay-people, or the two hundred and twenty- seven rules for

bhikkhus. By observing these injunctions, one's conduct becomes

good and the mind settles down just enough to put the meditator

in a position to continue his efforts and attain the degree of

concentration which is required for further progress. Purifica-

tion of conduct is the practice of the morality group of the

Eightfold Path.

II Purification of Mind

When the doors of body and speech are guarded by mindfulness

concerning the precepts, the next step is the subduing of distrac-

ting and disturbing thoughts which are caused by unwise attention

to the five mental hindrances, namely sense desire, ill-will,

indolence, restlessness and sceptical doubt. This is to be achi-

eved through the practice of concentration.

There are two ways of training, producing different kinds

of concentration. The traditional technique at the Buddha's

time, which is still practised today, produces concentration

by fixing the mind on a single object, such as a coloured disc,

the flame of a candle or a mantra word. When, through repeated

effort, the object stands firmly in the mind at all times, the

hindrances do not arise but sense perceptions other than the

object still take place. This is called access concentration.

Purification of mind is achieved when access concentration arises.

Continuing to concentrate on the object to the exclusion of every-

thing else will eventually cause the mind to drop into a state

of calmness and tranquillity. At this stage, there is no sense

perception, so all the hindrances are temporarily subdued, while

the mind is immovably fixed on a purely mental image derived

from the original object. This is called absorption concentration.

In a state of absorption it is not possible to develop insight,

because one cannot contemplate the workings of the six senses.

The attainment of absorption in tranquillity practice does not

lead beyond the second stage of purification but only increases

the firmness of the mind.
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Now, the kind of concentration which has to be developed

for insight is momentary concentration: this will be explained.

In the practice of insight, mindfulness is directed to what-

ever sense -impress] on contacts one of the six senses - the well-

known five plus the mind as the sixth, cognising mental objects

such as emotions, thoughts, memories etc. The meditator soon

realises the difficulty in following the successive impressions,

and is not able to separate one event from the next . This is

because we have been in the habit of ignoring reality for so

long. We take the world and our own body for granted, believing

them to be self -existing and always ready there at our disposal.

Attention is focused on the ideas and concepts we have created

on the basis of complex patterns of different sense-impressions.

Thus, we perceive the world through a looking-glass of wrong

views

.

For the purpose of insight meditation, it is necessary to

direct the attention inwards and to observe how this sense organism

works to produce experience. The meditator should ignore ideas

related to past experience or future probabilities, and should

endeavour to notice the actual happening of sense-impressions,

such as seeing, hearing, thinking, touching etc. Since it is

impossible to jump straight into mid-stream, he must begin by

noticing constantly one simple event; usually the main object

is the rising and falling of the abdomen In the process of breath-

ing. Whenever attention slips away and the mind is distracted,

wandering or engaged in thinking, this must be noted, and then

mindfulness should be re eslabl i shed on the main object. This

is the practice of momentary concentration, focusing on that

which is happening in the present moment. Practising in this

way, mindfulness and concentration increase until the meditator

can notice the hindrances as soon as they arise. He will note

them and immediately return to his main object. Purification

of mind, in insight practice, is gained when momentary concentra-

tion arises in unbroken succession, because then it has reached

the strength of access concentration. It is not engaged in one

single object, but is open to fall on whatever arises. From

here on, the meditator will develop the sixteen steps of insight

by simply watching the flow of successive events as they become

ianifest in his consciousness. In the course of development.

Purification and Insight

the three characteristics ( i mpetinanence , suffering and non-self)

will be more and more distinctly perceived in every object that

is noted, and momentary concentration is further strengthened

by trying to notice any one event more quickly and to let it

go so as to be free for the next moment. .

Regarding the use of the term 'access concentration' as com-

pared with 'momentary concentration' in the foregoing paragraphs,

one should bear in mind the difference between tranquillity and

insight

.

In tranquillity practice, access concentration is reached

when one's object of concentration is mentally we 1 1 -apprehended

and the hindrances are temporarily subdued. In the practice

of insight, however, the object is the impermanence , etc., of

all objects. The insight meditator, on reaching the stage of

purification of mind, gains the ability to focus on the specific

characteristics of all individual objects that contact his senses

and he sees that they are truly impermanent. Thus his object

is well-apprehended. The five hindrances are seen as impermanent

objects which contact the mind and so, instead of being suppressed,

are turned into objects of contemplation. Momentary concentration,

according to its function, has then gained the strength equivalent

to access concentration in tranquillity practice. When insight

becomes fully mature in focusing on the three general characteris-

tics, momentary concentration will become access concentration

leading up to the attainment of the Noble Path, which is different

from access in tranquillity practice. Although there is only

one faculty of concentration, there is a difference in the func-

tion it takes whether one practises tranquillity or insight medi-

tation.

Naturally, the mind (nama ) has the tendency to incline (namati

)

towards an object. For the purpose of tranquillity, this is

made use of by increasing one-pointedness in order to steady

the mind and fix it on one object. Access concentration in this

process means that the hindrances are discarded and the mind

is trying to reach perfection of the five absorptive factors

initial and sustained conception, rapture, happiness, one-

pointednes n . When Lhey come together, the mind enters absorption

,

It must be noted that here the tendency of mind to incline Inwards
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worldly objects is strengthened and stabilised until It Is hitched

on a mental object, perceiving only its conceptual content.

In the practice of insight, it is the opposite. The training

is done in order to make the mind break away from all objects,

to detach itself from everything. This can be done by supramun-

dane wisdom which fully understands the reality of conditioned

phenomena and at the same time lets go of them, renounces and

relinquishes them. This is supramundane absorption having Nibbana

as its object. Access concentration, here reached with the twelf-

th step of insight, means supramundane access or access to the

supramundane . Just as in mundane access the mind focuses on

the acquired image to develop the accomplished or conceptualised

image, so in the process of realisation of the Path, the mind

makes an examination of origination and cessation, back and forth,

at each act of noticing, in order to gain full understanding

of the Four Noble Truths. This is supramundane access concentra-

tion. The power of concentration cannot fulfil this function

unless the other Path-factors have reached the necessary perfec-

t ion

.

In the beginning of meditation it is like this: at first,

energy is the leader until momentary concentration is established.

Then concentration takes the lead after purification of mind,

while mindfulness has to be exercised to keep concentration momen-

tary; but although the practitioner strives very hard to be

aware of each single event, he cannot yet control the inclination

of mind towards the object . At that stage it often happens that

concentration changes from momentary to (mundane) access concen-

tration. That is why mental images appear and the absorption

factors become very prominent . With some people it happens that

they actually enter absorption, and experience a sudden cessation

of sense -perception and believe that they have attained the Path.

This shows that in the early stages momentary and access concen-

tration are very similar. However, when the fourth step of in-

sight becomes mature, mindfulness gets so sharp and strong that

it can prevent lapses from momentary concentration. Then the

mind trains to retreat, to stay away, to let go of phenomena

as soon as contact 1b reallaad. At the outset, mindfulness and

concentration are merely latent faculties of control (indriya)

Purification and Insight : i

which havt to be developed; through continued practice they grow

into invincible powers (£aJa^, constituents of enlightenment (bvj-

jhahqa) and finally into Path factors (mmiqohqa ) .

So it is important to understand that momentary concentration

in the beginning resembles mundane access concentration and it

can easily switch over. From the fourth knowledge onwards it

is momentary concentration proper, under the rule of mindfulness.

Development then proceeds towards the fulfilment of supramundane

access and absorption. This is difficult to achieve because it

is most unusual for the mind to visualise Nibbana; it takes a

comparatively long time to reach the correct access concentration,

although the equivalent of mundane access concentration is already

achieved at this stage of purification of mind.

Ill Purification of View

With the purification of view, the first step of insight wisdom

appears, the 'analytical knowledge of mind and matter'. Concen-

tration arises from moment to moment in uninterrupted succession

and mindfulness is keen. The meditator now pays less attention

to the concepts superseding the process of perception as he gradu-

ally becomes aware of the underlying reality. In the process

of the rising and falling of the abdomen, he can see the differen-

ce between mind and body. At each moment he sees a material pro-

cess and a mental state knowing this process. In addition, he

can separate different material processes. He knows the rising

to be different from the falling: they are not the same body but

just different material events. It is the same thing with all

other experiences, such as seeing, hearing, walking, etc. The

mind is fixed on the presently arising reality of mind and matter

and it becomes obvious to the meditator that there is nothing

in the nature of an independent self. The idea of self is a wrong

concept projected onto the experience. In the process of mental

and material phenomena it cannot be found. Through the analytical

knowledge of hody and mind, wrong views are for the first time

becoming clear and are sorted out. This is the purification of view,

I V . Pur i f i c a t ion by Qve rcomi ng Doubt

By persistently carrying on the exercise of noticing, the medita-
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tor soon comes to know the causes of the presently arising pheno-

mena. He notices the intention to move and afterwards the materi-

al process of moving. Thus he knows matter to be caused by mind.

Again, he notices the action of moving and then he notices the

mind which knows this action. He becomes aware of the fact that

consciousness arises only when there is an object, whether materi-

al or mental. In this way he gains the second step of insight,

the 'knowledge by penetrating conditional! ty '
. By under standi rig

through direct experience that every event noticed depends on

causes, one comprehends that it has been the same in the past

and will be like this in the future too. Whenever conditions

come together, the resulting phenomena cannot be prevented from

occurring. in the absence of proper conditions, on the other

hand, they cannot be made to exist. This is the purification

by overcoming doubt through the knowledge of condit ional ity

.

V. Purification by Knowledge a nd Visi on of What is and What is

not the Path

Investigating the process of conditioning as well as the course

of conditioned phenomena , one ' s focus now centres on the three

characteristics. The meditator finds that one event completely

vanishes or breaks up before the next one arises. Even in the

case of the continuous arising of the same objects, one clearly

perceives that they are generated only to vanish that same moment:

- They are impermanent: when they disappear nothing remains of

them

,

The constant appearance of such things breaking up again is

felt to be dissatisfying; it is suffering.

They do not obey our wishes, but change according to conditions;

they do not exist by themselves, nor can they be someone's

property

.

This is the third step of insight wisdom, the 'knowledge

of comprehension '. At this stage, many phenomena arise which are

caused by mind . The appearance of light, feelings of rapture

and happiness, tranquillity and energy in the practice indicate

this knowledge. There is a strong tendency to regard these pheno-

mena as decisive reaulls of •ucceaBful practice, to take them

Purification and Insight :
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as something desirable and to become attached ro them. The medi-

tator is satisfied with what he experiences and is reluctant to

apply mindfulness to those 'corruptions of insight.'. Tl >
l should

be avoided. When they are simply noted like all other events,

it will be understood that they are just arising and passing away

like everything else. Then the meditator will not be attached

to these phenomena, and when he continues to apply mindfulness

they will gradually subside, making their appearance only occasio-

nally.

The meditator now understands that there is no private space

in the whole of his being to be excluded from the process of chan-

ge. He is determined to carry on the practice comprehensively,

watching whatever happens without holding on to and identifying

himself with it. At this stage the mind is purified by knowledge

and vision of what is and what is not the Path.

VI . Purification by Knowledge and Vision of the Course of Practice

Before moving on, let us review what has been said so far: when

taking up insight meditation, the practitioner has a hard time

to break away from the habitual perception of concepts and imagi-

nations and to focus his attention on the present object. When

his conduct is pure and concentration is developed to the degree

of purification of mind, he then simply tries to keep pace with

the flow of events. Then insight wisdom begins to appear. At

first he realises the constant arising of new impressions replac-

ing the preceding ones. He knows what is rising to be just mind

and matter. At the second step, emphasis Is on the static stage:

first there is one thing, then the next. In this way the condi-

tionality of intertwining mind and matter is unravelled. With

knowledge of comprehension, focus is on the last phase of the

process. It is clearly perceived that one process ceases before

the next one starts.

Up to this point, the presently existing reality has been

investigated in its aspects of arising, existing and ceasing.

Thereby the meditator has found conditioned phenomena, the objects

of noticing, to be impermanent, unsatisfactory and insubstantial.

On the basis of this clear perception of the three characteristics,

he now works his way to deliverance, diving deeper and deeper
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into the nature of reality, gradually perfecting the powers of

mindfulness, concentration and wisdom.

The following steps of insight show successive changes in

the mode of experience of that reality while the mind, step by

step getting free of attachment and ignorance, turns away from

conditioned existence to realise the supramundane

.

For the time being, however, concepts still intrude upon

the mind, and the hindrances as well as some phenomena occasional-

ly arise, but they cannot distract concentration and are easily

Checked by mindful noticing. Then one will be able to follow

the process of arising and vanishing with great ease. Mindfulness

proceeds smoothly, yet keen and sharp, without deliberate effort.

All successive events will be clear in their phases of appearing

and disappearing. showing the three characteristics. This is

the 'knowledge of arising and passing away', the fourth step of

insight wisdom, accomplished

.

Now the acts of noticing become intensified, realising tiny

split-fractions of a process. Thereby conventional terms and

concepts do not appear any more. Rising and falling get quicker,

so that all one can see is 'ceasing, ceasing'. Kalth, energy,

mindfulness and concentration are now beginning to get balanced,

spurring the development of wisdom. The meditator clearly sees

that even the acts of noticing are nothing but conditioned pheno-

mena, following the objects and ceasing immediately, "this is

the fifth insight, the 'knowledge of dissolution'.

The sixth insight is 'knowledge of f earf ulness ' . Being estab-

lished on the dissolution of material and mental events, one real-

ises that nothing in the world is reliable. There is no refuge

and no security. Life is burning itself away, dying each moment.

This is followed by the seventh insight, ' knowledge of misery'.

To the practitioner, everything has lost the 'warmth of Jife'.

Any object and all states of consciousness appear like the skin

shed by a snake which is already gone. There is nothing truly

existing as one thought before. It is just a process of conditio-

ned phenomena rolling on, displaying only oppression.

The eighth insight is 'knowledge of disgust'. One is thorough-

ly disenchanted with the five aggregates of existence, knowing
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that there is no happiness whatever to be fou.ni in them. One

feels weary on account of that realisation, bi; L there is no alter-

native. In the face of the continuous change and dissolution

of successive phenomena one becomes convinced that only their

complete cessation alone is happiness,

Gradually, therefore, a longing arises to be free of this

process of crumbling away and to reach cessation. Though medita-

tion is carried on, the mind wishes to escape from conditioned

existence. This is the 'knowledge of desire for deliverance',

the ninth insight.

In consequence of the desire for deliverance, the meditator

makes a new effort at contemplation; he knows that if he carries

on the practice of noticing wholeheartedly, he will eventually

escape from the condition of suffering. This is the 'knowledge

of re-observation', the tenth step of insight. There is now great

effort and determination to press forward on the path. Meditation

becomes continuous and balanced, focusing on the three character-

istics even more.

The eleventh step of insight, the last one belonging to the

sixth purification, is the 'knowledge of equanimity about forma-

tions' . Meditation is now going on as if by itself. The practi-

tioner feels completely detached from the five aggregates. He

can sit a very long time without moving. There is no preference,

no fear, no delight. One knows that if the five aggregates are

grasped, it brings only suffering. The mind remains unattached,

knowing any one event with great clarity. This is the accomplish-

ment of purification by progress on the path or through the course

of practice .

VII. Purificati on by Knowledge and Vision

During the course of practice, concentration has been continuously

increasing and by now has gained the strength of absorption, al-

though it is still directed to various sense-perceptions and men-

tal objects as they present themselves. But the mind is firmly

fixed on the present moment itself without ever slipping away.

The meditator contemplates the dissolution of the five aggregates

moment to moment, thus realising the three characteristics.

The following steps of insight arise in very rapid succession.
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one after 1 he or tier without: 9 break. Jus I a;', in switching on

a lamp, nniviiiR I lie switch, the flow of current, the Lighting up

of the bulh, perception of light and the knowledge of that percep

lion nre nil happening without any delay, so It is in the case

of the arising of supramundane wisdom.

When the knowledge of equanimity ahout formations hecoraea

strong , it reaches t tie summit of insight knowl edge : ' Ins ighi lead-

ing to Kmer genre T

. In the course of noticing, one out of the

three characteristics becomes predominant. When Insight loading

ro enrergenre arises, this single mark will be acknowledged repeat

edly with great clarity brushing aside all specific charaeterls

tics of the object

.

12. Knowledge of Adap tatio n - Correspondence to the Four Nob! e TniLhH

This is the beginni ng of the cognitive process of the Pal h . Up

to this point it is still mundane wisdom in that the mind lakes

for its objects of noticing the constantly occurring phenomena.

Through the vivid perception of the three characteristics, it

now gains the power to turn away from the arising and vanishing

occurrences to realise the utter cessation of them. Knowledge

of adaptation is the correct access concentration In insight medi

tatioii; it knows according to the Four Noble Truths, This means,

it sums up the whole course of practice and gathers the accumula

ted force of the contemplation produced by the previous eight

knowledges which constitute the preparatory path. The mind is

pre pa red to cast away some of the fetters bind ing it. to ootid i l i on

ed existence.

11. Ma t tir i I
J_Knowl_e_d_g_e - The Change of Lineage

This knowledge also belongs to the cognitive process of the Path,

and it arises in immediate succession to adaptation knowledge.

It has the function of bringing the seed of enlightenment to Nib-

ba'na which is the utter cessation of all formations. Nib ban a

is the mind-Object and absorption concentration is developed.

Maturity knowledge marks the change from the mundane tm nd to the

supramundane mind. As regards the individual, it is the change

from the worldling to the Noble One.

' \ . Path Knowledge

Purifica Lor. and I n s L g h t I !

This is the moment when supramundane wisdom arises. The mind

is absorbed in the no n-occurrence of formations, thus realising

through direct experience the unconditioned, unborn r-ality of

Nibbana. The joint power of the eight Path-factors, being fully

developed, cuts the fetter of wrong views about self, the fetter

of doubt about the truth and the Tetter of believing in rituals

and ceremonies as a means of securing purity, visdom and libera-

tion. No defilements due to these fetters can arise again in

the mind ever after. Therefore, that person has become a Noble

One? he has entered the stream of final deliverance. The moment

of Path-consciousness, lasting only a fraction of a second, is

called 'the single thought -moment of the Noble Path'.

I 5 . Fruition Knowledge

For a few moments the supramundane mind abides in the cessation

of all phenomena, absorbed in the object Nibbana,

16. Knowledge of Reviewing

For the practitioner, the steps of insight from twelve to fifteen

appear as just one act of noticing. When the mind returns to

the mundane level, the meditator will review what has happened.

He will recall that he perceived one of the three characteristics

with a 1 ] -enc ompass i ng clarity in a rapid sequence of noticing,

then all impressions completely broke off for a moment. The

thought, 'What was that?', is the knowledge of reviewing.

Conclusion

Menial development as taught by the Buddha concerns nothing but

the practice of insight meditation. Through constantly focusing

on the present moment with a view to knowing it clearly, the mind

becomes purified of wrong views and attachments to worldly condi-

tions. The enumeration of the eight factors of the Path each

time adds the classification 'right'. For the purposes of in-

sight, this means that they should be directed to the present

object. Right speech is the practice of mental notes acknowled-

ging each object as it occurs. Right action is the turning of

the mind towards the present. Right livelihood is the healthy

nourishment of the mind through discarding the hindrances, not
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holding them whenever they arise. Right effort is engaged in

freeing oneself of attachment, striving to loosen the grip of

grasping. Right mindfulness considers the present object In its

aspects of rising and vanishing. Right concentration is momentary

concentration, fixing the mi rid on the flow of successive events.

Right thought is the appreciation of the three characteristics,

which can only be realised through the present object. Right

understanding is the correct knowledge of conditioned phenomena

as they are, leading to the realisation of the Four Noble Truths.

When the Eightfold Path is fully developed, one experiences for

oneself that everything which arises is bound to cease and that

it is nothing but suffering that is ceasing. The cessation of

suffering indeed is true and lasting happiness.

Tn the course of practice some steps of wisdom, such as I he

knowledge of tearfulness, misery or disgust, appear which may

deter people who hear about it. without having experience in medi-

tation. Here, one should know that this kind of fear or misery

is different from the ordinary emotions. In insight meditation

they are not caused by attachment to the body or by craving for

pleasures which we are missing. On the contrary, instead of delu-

sion and attachment, the cause of these experiences is the vivid

perception of reality through wisdom. The powers of concentration

and mindfulness have reached an exalted level at that time. There-

fore, though there is fear or the perception of misery, the medi-

tator does not take them to be his self. It is the realisation

oT the three characteristics displaying the tearfulness or misery

in the five aggregates. The meditator knows his discovery to

lie true under all circumstances past, present and future. He

has overcome doubt, knows the right path and has strong fatlh

in the Buddha; therefore, he will strive on confidently and gain

the determination to empty his cup.

The development of purification and insight through the appli-

cation of mindfulness is the path to defive ranee which has been

discovered by all Buddhas and has been followed hy innumerable

disciples who became Noble Ones and finally put an end to suffer-

ing, This can still be done in out times. The nature of reality

is there present all the time to be realised by one with his mind

nur i f ied .

Pur if U1
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Therefore, the meditators who want to ga in th- sta.it-; oi

purification and develop wisdom should make use of c-'ey ior-

tunity to practise insight meditation by developing the ur m-
dations of mindfufness. They should gain the advice of e pcriviv ed

meditators for instructions about the details of the practice

so that they may soon achieve concrete results. They should join

their friends in discussion and in the practice of meditation

to support each other in their efforts, so that the Buddhadhamma

,

the teaching of the truth, becomes widespread in our times as

it has been in the past for many centuries.

* An expanded version of the lecture given at the London Buddhist Vihara on

26 June 1983.

Phi a Acham Thawee Baladhammo

ISorn-Thawee Meditation Centre,

24110 Bangkla, Thailand!

Please see overleaf for relevant: chart:.
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SAMATHA MEDITATION IN Htt CiVHDA BUDDHISM

(according to Hie Pa i i texts)

Mahes h ' t wa r L

Hind, according to the Huddhisi tradition, is the f or er untie

-

of all activities. All physical, vocal and mental actions are

led by it. If one undertakes something with a defiled mind,

suffering follows one as the wheels of a chariot follow the hoof

of the ox. On the other hand, activities performed with the

mind trained and purified bring happiness which follows one like

a shadow , A man with a defiled mind is defiled and one with

a purified mind is pure, A spiritually trained mind is the source
2

of happiness . Therefore, to make the mind free from defilements

(kilesa), to gain right understanding and tranquillity, followed

by lasting bliss, there is the necesssity of training the mind

which is only possible through meditation.

Meditation, in this context, is an English rendering of the

term samirifi i , It is the second step in the threefold path of

training, a subdivision of the Eightfold Path prescribed by the

Buddha. slid, being the first, prepares the ground for samadiii by

curtailing various physical and vocal misdeeds. Samadhi proceeds

to 'mental culture' by helping foster the growth of factors con-

genial to serenity and culminates in bringing complete absorption

saturated with peace and tranquillity. This practice is called

samatha .

The term samad/ii has three component parts, namely, sam + a +

diia . The first two are suffixes which respectively Indicate

the senses of 'properly' and 'completely'; dha stands for holding.

Thus holding properly and completely is the literal meaning of

the term. Its technical meaning is the holding of wholesome

consciousness together with its mental states properly and perfec-

tly on a prescribed object. Therefore, samadhi is briefly descri-

bed as one-pointedness of wholesome consciousness: kusala-cl t tekag-
- . 3gata samadhi

It is evident from the text that mind is pure (luminous)
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by its nature but obscured by Lilt: outing dofiling elements .
TIwk.-

envelop i he mind which loses its own natural stare. It becomes

f i rkl e, restless and unsteady , it wanders here and there and

forms attachments to various types of sense data and Indulges

in sensual pleasure. The stronger the amount of attachment

,

the greater is the degree of suffering . Therefore, with the

aim of removing the envelopment and bringing the mind back to

its natural state, one proceeds to the practice of meditation.

first, one should know the cause of the fickleness of the

mind. Jl is said in this connection that there are five hindran-

ces which make the mind restless. Called n i va tanas , they puL ob-

stacles in the way and do not allow the mind to concentrate on

an object. They are Jramat-r.lianda , vyapada , t.hlnam iddh/i , tidrihacca -

kakkucca and vie i k iccha . Kamacchanda is the strong urge for sen-

sual pleasure. vyapada is ill-will or antipathy. It is a kind

of desire for doing harm to others; for example , it appears

while thinking about someone one has harmed in the past, is harm-

ing in the present and may harm in the future; or one has harmed

that person's relatives or friends in the past, is harming them

in the present and may harm them in the future; or one has helped

that person's enemies in the past, is helping them in the present

and may help them in the future. Harbouring in this way a sense

of antipathy, one plans harm to others, Thinaisiddha means sloth

and iorpor. Strictly speaking, the laziness connected with men

tai states is China , whilst the same connected with consciousness

is middha, uddhaccakukkucca stands for restlessness and worry.

In other words, it is the bewildering of the mind and brooding

over what is done and what is not done. vicikicchj is the term for

sceptical doubt. In the ordinary sense, it is a slate of mind

full of perplexity, whereas in the technical sense, it is doubting

the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha . So long as these hindrances

are in force, it will be very difficult to obtain concentration

of mind.

The disciple or aspirant to enlightenment, technically known

as yogavacara , endeavours to eradicate these hindrances. While

their definitive eradication can only be achieved through the

insight (vipas sarin) of Right Understanding, their initial suppres

;-.<[; j.e made possible with the arising of the jhanahgas ,
the con-
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stituents of jti an a -factors , They are five in number, namely:

vitakka
t
vicara

t
plti, sukha

r
and ekaggata . vit-.akka means initial

application of the mind to the object. It entails lifting the

consciousness and its concomitants and turning them tovards an

object , vicara is the sustaining of the mind on the object.

Therefore, it is general ly rendered as sustained application
12

of mind . The two j-hana -factors may be distinguished and better

understood with the help of some similes . Like the alighting

of a bee on a lotus Is vitakka whilst vicara is like humming around

it. vitakka is like the flapping of a bird before it flies whilst

vicara is like its gliding through the air. vitakka is like the

beating of a drum whilst vicara is like its reverberation.

Plti means a thrill of pleasant sensation. It is a type
14

of joy or pleasurable interest and is of five kinds , namely,

khuddika piti , khanika piti
t

okkantika plti , ubbega piti and

pharana piti . Khudd i ka piti is likened to the thrill of pleasant

sensation -which makes the flesh tingle, Khanika plti is instanta-

neous joy which appears like a flash of lightning. Okkantika piti

is a flood of joy comparable to breakers on a seashore, ubbega pl-

ti is the name of transporting Joy which conveys a feeling of

floating on air, Pharana plti indicates suffusing joy which per-

vades one as flood-water overflows a small pond,

Sukha is the term for happiness. Since it constitutes a

15
pleasant feeling connected with the mind , it is known as somanas-

sa or pleasant mental feeling. It may be understood that plti cre-

ates an interest in the object whilst sukha helps one to enjoy it ,

Piti is the name of a joy one experiences in the hope of realisa-

tion of the object whereas sukha arises when realisation is achie-

ved

Ekaggata means one-pointedness

.

It directs the mind firmly

to the object. In other words, it is the focusing of the mind

on the object . It has been compared to a steady flame in a

windless place or to a firmly fixed pillar which is never shaken

by a strong wind. Thus, with each jfiana -factor having a definite

function to fulfil, the hindrances are suppressed.

The five hindrances are not the only impediments to concentra-
1 fl

tion. Others, called palibodhas , function as impediments by

creating attachment to various objects as well as by developing
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a I. avourabie siuauoii for asking for a fcaimw.it I /una , The teacher

has a great responsibility .in selecting the suitable >..imiu.i!t>..Hi.:.

Ir should be fit for the temperament of the person concerned

and helpful in his spiritual pursuit. Therefore the study of

temperament is the first step in selecting a suitable hja»,ii. t h.tr.a

.

It is, moreover, determined by a thorough examination of the

aspirant's posture, movements, general appearance and
20

and physical states occurring during this time

ment a 1

Fot this purpose, potanlial meditators are allocated into

-aresories insofar as the it temperament is concerned. They

Samatha Mr-ditation ?5

are persons having a strong fet ' ing of attache. 1. (raja. <. J£<f),

a strong feeling of antipathy (dosaearira having confusion

and delusion (mubaeari ta ) , having unwavering .nfidence (saddha-

carita), possessing a rationalistic nature ( Sudcthaca i ' f i) -d

having a discursive nature (
vitakkasarita ) , This is a br a t psy-

chological analysis of the basic mental leanings which has been
21

made to include all types of persons under these six headings

Based on this background the ka J yanami tta ascertains the tempera-

ment of the person concerned and prescribes a kaiamatthana *

The word fcammat t hana is a technical term for the object of

meditation! It literally means the place of action. Here, action

is restricted in the sense of jhanic actions. Therefore, the

fcammatthana is the same of the place where jhanic action is per-

formed. A meditation teacher does not chose just anything as

a kammatttiana but selects one of the forty fcammat t/ianas already

prescribed by the Buddha for the purpose. They are the ten cir-

cles (fcasina), ten stages of a dead body (asubha), ten objects

of contemplation (anussati), four illimitables (appamarina), four

formless objects (aruppa), one perception (sa/ina) and one analysis

( vava 1 1

h

ana ) .

A circle (Jtasina ) refers to a fcamroatthana which is round in

shape. It may be just like a ball. They are ten in number,

namely the fcasinas made of earth, water, fire, air, coloured blue
2 2

yellow, red or white, a space and light . The ten asubhas refer

to the stages of a dead body throvn into the charnel ground in

the open and undergoing destruction and decay due to natural

and other forces. They denote the loathsomeness of the forms

of a corpse, from its bloated state to its dissolution into a

skeleton
23

The ten types of contemplation are those on the Buddha, Dham-

ma, Sangha, morality, generosity, deities, peaceful calm, death,

unclean things of our body, and respiration , The four illimita-

bles are so named because the range of their practice is not

limited; they can be extended over an infinite number of beings

in all directions. They are lovingkindness , compassion, sympathe-
25 The one perception (sanna) is that of

the unpleasantness and loathsomeness of food . The analysis

tic joy and equanimity

the unpleasantness anc

( vavatthana ) is contemplating and analysing the four basic materi-
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27
al elements of which our body is composed". The four formless

objects (iruppj) are infinite space, infinite consciousness,

nothingness, and the state of the subtlest perceptions (viz.
2 8

neither perception nor non-perception)

These are the forty types of kammatttiana prescribed by the Bud-

dha for developing concentration of mind , The kalyanamitta

selects one of them as being suitable to the temperament of the

person concerned and advises him to practise. It must be emphasi-

sed that not all kammat t.hanas are suitable for all types of person.
29

They are given as stated above according to temperament and

on a psychological basis. It is said in this context that the

ten stages of a dead body and the unclean things in a body are

the eleven objects which axe suitable to a person having a strong

feeling of attachment, technically known as ragacarita

.

Any

one of them is prescribed for such a person and is designed to

inculcate in him a sense of detachment towards the foulness of

the body. Further, the four illlmitables and the four circles

coloured blue, yellow, red and white are objects suitable to

persons who have a strong feeling of antipathy (dosacar

i

ta )

.

The contemplation of breathing is suitable to such persons who

are of a confused temperament (muhacari ta ) , Again, the contempla-

tion of the greatness of the Buddha, Dhamma , Sangha, the merits

of sila, benevolence and the gods are the six contemplations

which are suitable to persons of a confident or devotional temper-

ament (saddbacarita)

.

The contemplations of death, peaceful

calm, perception and analysis are suitable to persons of a ration-

alistic nature (buddhacarita ) . The ten remaining objects - cir-

cles of earth, water, fire, air, space, light and the four colours,

as well as the four formless objects - are suitable to persons

of all temperaments. Therefore, beginners can start practising

meditation on any of these last. However, there is one psycholo-

gical factor to consider in this process: a larger sized object

is suitable to a person of confused temperament and an object

of smaller size is suitable to someone with a discursive tempera-

30
ment . j

In this way, taking the object of meditation, one is advised

to select a place for practice. First of all, one should ensure

that one gets the opportunity to live In the same monastery (or

meditation centre) as one's teacher. If one does not have such

Samatha Meditation ;<?

an opportunity, one should selert another monastery (or centre)

at a suitable distance. Living therein, if one experiences some

difficulties, one should approach one's teacher in iay tine,

preferably after returning from the alms-round. One Tn. y -n

stay overnight with him and return to one's own place r. * . c...

However, one's main concern is the development of concentration

and for that a suitable place is the most essential factor.

Therefore, one should avoid those places which are unfavourable

and select one which is congenial to the purpose.

According to tradition, there are eighteen types of place

which are regarded as unsuitable. They are a monastery which

is: large, under construction, dilapidated, situated on a highway,

situated at the edge of a lake, surrounded by creepers or small

trees having edible leaves, having flowers of beatiful colours,

full of trees having delicious fruit, famous, situated near a

city, situated near a timber plantation, amidst arable fields,

where incompatible persons are present, situated near a port,

or near frontier lands, situated on the border of a kingdom,

where there are unsuitable objects, or where there is a lack

of kalganami f. tas , These are the eighteen types of monastery

which are unfavourable to the development of concentration.

One is advised to avoid such places and select one which is suit-
,_, 31

able for concentration

As the yoqavacara should be careful in avoiding an unsuitable

place, similarly he should be alert in selecting a place which

is conducive to the harmonious practice of meditation. Suitable

places for this purpose are a deserted dwelling, a forest, the

foot of a tree, a mountain, an open field and a pile of straw.

The Visuddhi magga further mentions the five qualities of a suit-

able place: neither too far from a villege nor too near; little

frequented by day and having no sound at night; the absence of

disturbances from mosquitoes, wind, the sun, and snakes, etc.;

inhabited by bhikkhus well-versed in the theory and practice
12

of .the Dhamma . These five qualities have been enumerated in

accord with the Middle Path. However, one should always be mind-

ful of the core of the teachings of the Buddha to the effect

that there should be no attachment to whichever place one chooses.

Preference for the outdoor life of monks is borne out by the

Buddha's remark: 'Here are the foot of trees, and there are empty
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places, meditate, be not slothful and remorseful later on

After the selection suitable place for meditation, there

should be the preparation 2 mind for the purpose. A congenial

atmosphere should engendered by developing the fourfold en-

deavour of not allowing unwholesome states which have not arisen

to arise, of the destruction of unwholesome states which have

already arisen of allowing the arising of wholesome states which

have not arisen, and of fostering the growth of wholesome states

which already exist. This mental process enables the mind to

pursue the practice of mindfulness.

The yogavacara, after obtaining the kammatthlna suitable to

his temperament either by himself or with the help of a teacher,

should retire into solitude and cevelop concentration. He should

keep the JcamntattJiana before him at a reasonable distance, withdraw

his mind from different distractions and fix it on the object.

It is natural for the fickle mind not to remain on the object

and it slips away again and again. The yogavacara should not

be disturbed by this but remain mindful and alert in arresting

it and fixing it on the object.

After due practice, the five hindrances are suppressed and

become functionless . Following which, there arise the five con-

stituents of jhana, technically called jhanahgas. It should be

understood that all the jhana - factors do not suppress all the

hindrances: one pointedness (efcaggata) suppresses sensual plea-

sure; pleasant sensation (pltl) weakens ill-will; the application

of mind (vitakka ) makes sloth and torpor dormant; composure (suk-

ha) suppresses restlessness and worry (.uddhaccakukucca) ; and sus-

stained application of mind (vzcira) curtails the activities

of sceptical doubt. In this manner the hindrances are suppressed

and the jhana-tactors begin to function.

Against this background, the meditator endeavours to attain

concentration. At the beginning, all of the five constituents

of jhana are at work. Vitakka develops a leaning of the mind

towards the object; vicara holds it and keeps it sustained; piti

generates internal pleasant sensation and creates a Joyful atmos-

phere for the attainment of the goal; sukha brings composure

in both mind and body; ekaggata functions be developing one-

pointedness of mind on the object. In this way, with the help
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of the jhana -factors , the first state of riipa jhana is attained

- this is technically called pathama-rupa jhana . It is tb*i first

substantial acheivement of the yogavacara in his medi'ational

endeavours and generates confidence and hope in him for higher

realisation of his spiritual life.

However, the meditator is advised not to be overhasty in

attempting to reach the higher mental states. He should, rather,

strengthen then first stage of rupa jhana with five ways of master-

ing known as avajjana-vasl, samapa j jana -vasl , adhiELhana-vasl, ul. -

r. hana-vaxi and pac:c:avekkhana - vasl . Avajjana-vasi is mastery in

adverting the mind. The yogavacara adverts to the first stage

of rupajhana wherever, whenever and as long as he wishes. Sama-

paj jana-vasi is the name of the mastery of entering into the

jhana quickly. He can enter it within the length of time it

takes to snap one's fingers or blink one's eyes. Adhitthana-

vasi is the mastery of remaining in the jhana for a period deter-

mind before entering it. Utthana-vasI indicates mastery of the

emergence from the jhana , emerging exactly at a predetermined

moment. Paccavekkhana-vasI means mastery in reviewing the jhana

,

reflecting one one's previous Jhanic proficiency and understanding

it as having been mastered. The yogavacara makes a survey of

his jhanic achievements from the moment of starting to the moment

of perfection and also from the moment of perfection to the moment

of its starting in ascending and descending order. In this way,

he masters the first stage of rupa jhana and makes it perfect.

After mastering the first stage of rupa jhana in five ways

and having the jhanic experience in him, he endeavours to attain

the next level, known as the second level of rupa jhana (dutiya

rupa jhana ) . In making such efforts, his mind is gradually trained

and It is no longer necessary for him consciously to advert to-

wards the object; it is so trained that it naturally leans towards

the object. Therefore, in the second stage of rupajhana, the

first jhana - factor , vitakka, becomes absent. There remain only

four jhana - factors and vith their co-operation the second stage

of rupajhana is attained . Here also the yogafacara does not

hurriedly proceed to the attainment of higher stages but applies

the same five ways of mastery. There then comes a moment when

he has complete control of his mind and thereby concentration

on the object.
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Gaining proficiency is obtaining the second stage of rupajha-

na, the meditator makes further efforts towards the third stage.

Here he finds that the mind is so trained that there is neither

the need for applying nor sustaining it. Therefore, at this

stage, vicSra becomes absent. There remain only three jnana-

factors, namely, plui , sufcha and ekaggata. Thus he attains and

dwells in the third stage of rupajhana associated with these

factors
35

. Reaching this stage, the wandering tendency of the

mind is curtailed to an even greater extent.

In proceeding towards the attainment of the fourth stage

of rUpa jhana , the function of plti becomes inessential. There

Is no need to generate joy in the hope of realisation of the

desired object, because by that time it has been realised natural-

ly. Thus jiiti becomes absent at the fourth stage. There remain

only two jhana -factors, composure and one-pointedness, and with

their co-operation the fourth stage of rupajhana is attained .

With the attainment of the fourth stage, a sound background

is prepared for raeditationa 1 achievement. Here there in one

point for consideration by the yugavacara . With the presence

of composure as a jhana -factor , bith mind and body are suffused

with pleasant feeling. Since there Is the possibility of develop-

ing craving for this joyful and pleasant state, the aspirant

becomes alert and replaces composure with another jhana-t ac lor

,

namely, equanimity (upe**na). Thus with the aid of the latter

together with one-pointedness, he attains the fifth stage of

rupajhana 37
and perfects concentration on the object. However,

there Is no affinity with it and he ensures the prevalence of

equanimity which provides the strength in concentration. Acquir-

ing such proficiency in developing concentration is regarded

as the highest achievement in the pursuit of samatha meditation.

This is a landmark in the jhanic efforts of the gogavacara

.

The mind becomes composed, clear, free from defilments, pliant
"TO

and fit for higher spiritual activities . There remains no

disturbance at all and peace, tranquillity, serenity and calm

prevail. With such a mind, it is advised to enter the stage

of vipassana .

In this context it should also be noted that all five stages

of rupajhana are attained on the sane object with the jhana-
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factors disappearing in ascending order in proportion to the

prof Iclency achieved. It should also be known that the Sutta

Pitaka mentions only four stages of rupajhana: all five j.'ilna-

factors remain present with the first stage of rupaji ti.a ; the

first two, vitakka and vicar a , become absent at the second stage

and only three jhana -f ac tors remain; with them, the second

stage is attained; at the third stage pitl also becomes absent

along with vitakka and vicarai only two factors, sukha and ekag-

yat.a, remain there; with their co-operation, one attains the

third stage; -sukha is absent at the fourth stage and is replaced

by equanimity - thus the fourth stage of rupa jhana is attained

with two factors, equanimity and one-pointedness. In this manner,

the five stages of rupa jhana as mentioned in the Abhidhamma are
39

reduced to four In the Suttas

After practising the different stages of rupajhana, the yoga-

vai-ara achieves mental proficiency, gaining concentration on

any object associated with form. Despite this, even more subtle

stages are to be realised. Therefore, he endeavours to develop

concentration on the arupa objects. Here the word arupa refers

to an object which has neither colour nor form, and concentration

developed on such an object is called arupajhana . It has four

gradual stages of achievement. There is the method of entering

into azupa jhana from the rupajhana . At the fifth stage of rupa -

jhana, there is an object before the yugavacara which he develops

so as to be thoroughly Impregnated by it at all times and in

all places. With the intention of advancing to higher states,

and armed with his meditational power, he pulls back from the

mental states like a curtain. Just as when a curtain Is pulled

back, empty space is revealed, similarly with the withdrawal

from the all-pervading object associated with form, infinite

space appears before him. He takes this as an object and develops

concentration on it. In the course of his practice there comes

a moment when his mind becomes completely absorbed with such

an object . This achievement is the first stage of arupa jhana
,----- 40

technically called afrasanancayatana

After mastering the first stage, the aspirant's nlnd becomes

suitable for progressing upwards. He mentally contemplates the

object before him and understands that it is his consciousness

(vinSana) which embraces infinite space and thereby considers
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it reality. Upon realising this, he relinquishes infinite space

and takes infinite consciousness (ananta vinnana ) as an object

of concentration. He finds it more peaceful and calm than the

previous stage and exerts and fixes his mind on it and develops

concentration. After continual practice and effort, he gains

one-polntedness on it. This is the second achievement known

-„ _ 41
as dutiya axupajhana or vinnanancayatana

This gradual proficiency in jhanic pursuit encourages him

to go further. After a thorough consideration ot the nature

of consciousness, he understands that it is void, empty and with-

out reality; there is nothing of substance about It. Upon reali-

sing this, he gives up infinite consciousness and takes up the

nothingness of consciousness as an object. It follows that in-

finite consciousness no longer remains as an object but is re-

placed by a recognition of its empty nature. He starts by reali-

sing that it is insubstantial and continues until his mind be-

comes concentrated on the perception of nothingness. This con-

stitutes a replacement of his previous experience concerning

the infinity of consciousness and the arising of a new realisa-

tion of ^substantiality- He exerts the effort to obtain one-

pointedness on it and there comes a moment when he gains perfect

concentration. This is the third achievement known as the third

_ ._ . 42
stage of arupajhana or akmcannaya tana

Obtaining mastery over the third stage of a rUpa j nana , the

gogavacara continually reflects on it. In doing so, he detects

danger insofar as the perception is concerned. Neither percep-

tion nor non-perception appears to him peaceful and sublime.

Thus he takes this as an object and proceeds to develop concentra-

tion on it. This is the fourth and final achievement in his

jhanic pursuit, known as the fourth stage of arupajhana or neva-

- , 43sannanasannaganana

In this connection it should be noted that with all four

stahes of ar5pajna/ia , there constantly remain two jhana-t actors

:

equanimity and one-pointedness . The object at each stage is

different: because of the association of these factors at all

four stages, they are regarded as similar to those of the fifth

stage of rupajbana. In the Samaffnaphala Sutta there is mention

of the four stages of rupajhina as a preliminary to entering
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v ipassana . The Potthapada Sutta, on the other hand, presents

the description of rijpajhana in ascending order. Since similar

descriptions are found in the Abhidhamma also, it would appear

thai both traditions were current in the early period of ^uldhism.

The practice of samadhl has a definite aim and that is the

preparation of the mind for realisation of right understanding

(panna ) . As the practice of sIJa is to develop samadhi , similar-

ly, the practice of samadhi to to produce panna which, in turn,

culminates in the realisation of Nibbana. Besides, there are

some mundane achievements too, one of which is intuitional know-

ledge (abhlnnS), The fifth stage of iiipajhana is regarded as

a prerequisite for the application of abb inn a which is of five

types: supernormal power {iddbiv id ha) , 'divine ear' (d ibbasot

a

)

,

'divine eye' (d i
: nhaca kkhu

) , penetration into the minds of others

(c-e

t

opa i Uja nana ) and the knowledge of previous existences (pubbe-

ni vasanussat i ) . Through supernormal power one becomes capable

of performing various types of supernormal activities, such as:

being one he becomes many, and being many he becomes one; he

becomes visible and invisible at will; he passes through walls

and mountains, etc.; dives into and emerges from the earth as

if it were water; walks on wateT as though it were earth, and
44

so on . 'Divine ear' is the attainment of a proficiency through

which he hears sounds near and far, both worldly and other-world-
45

ly . 'Divine eye' refers to a skill in having vision devoid

of any spatio-temporal barrier; he can see things near and far

as he wishes and also sees beings coming into existence and pass-

ing away on different planes of existence according to their
46 i

wholesome and unwholesome activities . By penetrating others

minds he understands the thoughts of others; the state of minds

affected by greed or non-greed, delusion or non-delusion, exalted

or unexalted , are clearly known to him . Possessing the know-

ledge of previous existences, he knows in minute detail the planes

of being on which he was born on the basis of his wholesome or

unwholesome actions. He remembers numerous births, even up to
48

many cycles of evolution and dissolution of the universe

In this way one acquires five types of superknowledge follow-

ing mastery of abbihna . However, it has been clearly stated

by the Buddha that these are mundane achievements and thereby

constitute an impediment to spiritual progress. It Is advisable
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for the gogavacara to disregard such attainments and pursue the

quest for insight.

Vipassana or insight is really another term for right under-

standing which, in Itself, may be regarded ad the fruit of per-

fect concentration. There is a similar process of gradual deve-

lopment as in the foregoing process of ssmaiua meditation. With

the dawn of right understanding, the nature oE reality becomes

crystal clear to the aspirant. He understands that all condition-

ed things are impermanent, subject to suffering and without sub-

stance. Recognising them as such, he becomes detached from them

In the course of time there is the total elimination of attach-

ment and the mind reaches a desireless state. It is the stage

of complete freedom and eternal bliss known as Nibbana . There-

fore it has been said:

N'attM jJianam apannassa, paiina n'atthi ajbagato,

yamhi jhanam ca panna ca, sa ve nibbana -sant ike
51
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MY HIND TO ME A KINGDOM IS

My mind to me a kingdom is.

Such present joys therein I find.

That it excels all other bliss

That Earth affords or grows by kind;

Though much I want which most would have

Yet still my mind forbids to crave.

I see how plenty surfeits oft.

And hasty climbers soon doth fall;

I see that those that are aloft

Mishap doth threaten most of all;

They get with toil, they keep with fear:

Such cares my mind could never bear.

Content to live, this is my stay;

I seek no more that may suffice;

I press to bear no haughty sway;

Look, what I lack my mind supplies;

Lo, thus 1 triumph like a King;

Content with that my mind doth bring.

Some have too much, yet still do crave,

1 little have, and seek no more.

They are but poor, though much they have,

And I am rich with little store:

They poor, I rich; they beg, I give;

They lack, I leave; they pine, I live.
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I laugh not at another's loss;

I grudge not at another's gain;

No worldly waves my mind can toss;

My state at one doth still remain:

I fear no foe, I fawn no friend;

I loathe no life, nor dread my end.

.Some weigh their pleasures by Lheiv lust.

Their wisdom by their rage of will;

The it treasure is their only trust;

A crooked craft their store of skill;

Bur all pleasure that I find

Ts to maintain a quiet mind.

My wealth is health and perfect ease;

My conscience clear ray chief defence.

I neither seek by bribes to please.

Nor by deceit to breed offence:

Thus do I live, thus will I die;

Would all did so as well as I.

Sir RJwaid Dyer (154J-1607)

English poet, and diplomat at.

Lfte can't of Eliy.atjnt.lt 1.
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CftTURARftKKHA : The Fourfold Protection*

Translated^ by Hammalava Saddhatissa

Buddhanussat i metta ca asubham maranassa ti

,

iti ima caturarakkha bhlkkhu bhaveyya sllava.

1. Anantavi tit haragunam gunato 'nussaram munim,

bhaveyya buddhima bhikkhu buddhanussat im adito.

2. Savasane kilese so eko sabbe nighatiya,

ahu susuddhasantano pujanafi ca sadaraho.

3. Sabba kalagate dhamme sabbe samma sayam munim,

sabbakarena bujjhitva eko sabbannutam gate

4. Vi passanad iv i j jahi s i lad icaranehi ca

susamiddhehi sampanno gaganabhehi nayako.

5. Samma gato subham thanam amoghavacano ca so,

tividhassapi lokassa nata niravasesa to .

6. Anekehi gunoghehi sabbasat Luttamo ahu,

anekehi upayehi naradamme damesi ca

.

7. Eko sabbassa lokassa sabba -a tthanusasa ko

,

bhagyaissari yadinaro gunanam paramo nidhi .

8. Pafjfiassa sabbadhammesu karunasabbajantusu,

attatthanatn parat thanam sadhika guna jetthika

.

9. Dayaya parami citva panfiay' attanara uddhari,

uddhari sabbadhamme ca dayay' anfie ca uddhari.

10. Dissamano pi tav'assa rupakayo acintiyo,
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Translation

The virtuous monk should meditate on these four pi ol ec t ions

:

Recollections of the Buddha, of Lovingk i ndness , of Impurites

of the Body and the Recollection of Death.

The Recollection of t/ie Huddha

1. The intelligent monk should at the outset meditate on the

Buddha, endowed with infinite and pervasive qualities, re-

flecting on these qualities.

2. The Buddha alone has destroyed all the defilements together

with their habits and, with an extremely pure mind, is always

worthy of offerings.

3. The Buddha has rightly realised by himself, in every way,

all matters pertaining to all times and has attained omni-

science al one .

4. The Lord is endowed with insight, knowledge, as well as vir-

tue and pure conduct as widespread as the sky.

5. The Buddha has rightly gone to the blissful place. He is

endowed with treasured speech. He has known the three worlds

in their entirety.

6. The Buddha has become supreme among all beings by his mani-

fold qualities. He has subdued by various means those who

should be subdued.

/, The Buddha alone is a teacher to the entire world in all

matters. He is a repository of such qualities as fortune

and prosper i ty

.

8. The Buddha's wisdom is directed towards all matters and his

compassion over all beings. He is beneficial for himse If

and others. He is supreme in all qualities.

9. That Buddha elevated himself by the wisdom gained through

the perfection so attained by preaching the Doctrine in all

its aspects; and elevated others through compassion.

10. The body of form of that Buddha which is visible in itself
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asadharanaiianaddhe dhammakaye katha va ka ti.

Mettanuasati

1, Attupamaya sabbesam sattanaro sukhakamatam

,

passitva kamato mettam sabbasattesu bhavaye.

2. Sukhl bhaveyyam niddukkho aham niccam aham viya,

hit! ca me sukhi hontu majjhatta c'atha verino.

J, Imamhi gamakkhettamhi satta hontu sukhl sada,

tato paran ca rajjesu cakkavalesu jantuno.

4. Samanta cakkavalesu saLla 'nantesu panino,

sukhino puggali bhuta atta bhavagata siyura.

5. Tatha Itthipuma c'eva ariyl anariya pi ca ,

deva nara apayattha tatha dasadisasu ca ti.

Asublianus.^af. i

1. Avifiriana ' subhanibham savinriana 'subham imam,

kayam asubhaLo passam asubham bhavaye yati.

2. Vannasanthanagandhehi asayokasato tatha,

patikkulani kaye me kunapani dvisolasa.

3. Patitamha pi kunapa jeguccham kayanissitam

,

adharo hi sue! tassa kayo tu kunape thitam.

4. Mllhe kimi va kayo "yam asucimhi samutthito

,

anto asuc isampunno punnavaccakutl viya.

5. AsucI sandate niccam yatha medakathalika

,

nanakimikulavaso pakkacandanika viya

.

6. Gandabhuto rogabhuto vanabhuto samussayo,

atekiccho 'tijeguccho pabhinnakunapupamo ti.
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cannot be conceptualised. How much more would it be with

regard to his body of Doctrine endowed with unique wisdom.

The Recollection of Lovingkintlncss

1. Having compared oneself with others, one should practise

lovingklndness towards all beings realising that everyone

desires happiness.

2. May I be free from sorrow and always be happy: may those who

desire my welfare, those who are indifferent towards me and

those who hate me t also be happy!

3. May all beings who live in other regions in this world-system

be happy

!

4. May all beings living in every world -system and each element

of life within each system be happy having achieved the high-

est bliss!

5. Likewise women, men, the noble and ignoble ones, gods, and

those in woeful states and those living in the ten directions
- may all these beings be happy)

The Recol lect ion of the Impurities of the Body

1. The monk, perceiving this body as repugnant as a conscious

and non-conscious entity, should meditate on its repugnance.

2. The thirty-two impurities of my body are abhorrent in respect

of colour, form, associated elements and space.

3. The impurities within the body are more abhorrent than those

that fall from the body since in the case of the latter,

that upon which they fall is pure, while the body itself

incorporates impurities.

4. Like a worm born in excreta, this body is also born in ex-

creta. Like a cesspit that Is full up, this body Is full

of impurity

.

5. Just as fat pours overflowing from a pot full of fat, even

so impure matter flows out of this body. Like a cesspit,

this body is an abode of the hosts of bacilli.

6

.

This body is like a boil, a disease, a wound , it is incurable . It

is extremely abhorrent. It is comparable to a decomposed corpse.
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Mara/ianussati

1. FavatadTpatulyaya sayusantatiyakkhayara

,

parupamaya sampassam bhavaye maranassa t im

.

2. Hahasampat t isarapatta yatha satta mata idha,

tatha aham marissami maranam mama hessali.

3. Uppattiya sahevedam maranam agatam sada ,

maranatLhaya okasam vadhako viya esatl.

4. Isakam anivattantam satatam gamanussukam

jTvilam udaya at. t ham suriyo viya dhavati.

5. Vi j jububbulaussa va ja 1 ara j Iparikkhayam

,

gha tako va ripu tassa sabbat tha pi avari yo .

. Suyasatthamapunniddhi -buddhivuddhi j i nadvayam,

gh.ar.esi maranam khippam ka tu madisake kat ha .

/. Paccayanan ca vekalya bahi ra j j a t r upaddava

,

maramoram nimesa pi maramano anukkhanan ti.

1. Bhavetva caturarakkha avajjeyya anantarain,

mahasamvegavat thuni attha atthita vTriyo.

2 . Jati jaravyadhicut i -a pay a

atita -appa ttakavattadukkham

,

idani aharagave t thidukkham

samvegavatthuni imani attha.

3. Pato ca sayam api c'eva imam vidhiiino

asevate satatam attahitabh i lasl

,

pappoti so 'tivipulam hatapatipantho

settham sukhara munivisitthamatam sukhena

.
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rfio Recollect iao of Dostli

Seeing, with wisdom, the end of life in others, comparable

to a lamp kept in a draughty place, one should meliLaLe on

death

.

Just as in this world, beings who once enjoyed great prosper-

ity will die, even so will I, too, die. Death will indeed

come to me

.

This death has come along with birth. Therefore,

executioner, death always seeks an opportunity.

like an

Life, without halting for a moment, and ever keen on continu-

ing, moves like the sun that hastens to set after rising.

This life come to an end like a streak of lightning, a bubble

of water, a dew drop on a leaf or a line drawn on water.

Like an enemy intent on killing, death can never be avoided.

If death came instantly to the Buddha, the teacher of the

one and only way, endowed with great glory, prowess, merit,

supernormal powers and wisdom, what could be said of me?

Dying every moment, I shall die within the twinkling of an

eye, either without food or through internal ailments or

external injuries.

The Recollection of the Eight Sorrowful Stages or" Life

Having practised this fourfold protective meditation, the

monk who has put forth effort should reflect on the eightfold

sorrowful stages of life.

2 . The sorrow pertaining to birth, old age, disease, death,

the spirit world, the past cycles of births and the future

cycle of birth and sorrow, difficulty experienced in the

search for food in the present life - these are the eight

sorrowful stages of life

.

3. A person who, desirous of his own welfare and knowing the

types of meditation, practises this regularly in the morning

and evening, will, having destroyed the impediments, happily

attain the supreme state of Ni bbana , extolled as the highest

bliss by the Buddha

.
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Erf.* These stanzas are recited twice every day in the viharas

of Sri Lanka where they were originally composed. They constitute

devotional meditation in that the first recollection strengthens

one's confidence in the Huddha as supreme teacher and guide;

the second counters ill will and promotes Eee lings of compassion;

the third weakens bodily attachment and restrains sensual desire;

and the fourth emphasises awareness and exertion to util ise the

advantages of human birth.

See CaLurarakkha Bhovana . The four protective meditations.

Pali text and translation by Bhikkhu Bodhi; commentary (by Pelene

Siri Vajirarlana) translated by P.M. Ka jakarutta . KhLkkhu Training

Centre, Maharagama 1984.
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EKOTTARAGAMA (VII)

Traduit de la version chinoise par

Thich Huyen-Vi

Fascicule quatrieme

Partie 9

L'Enfant unique

1. 'Ainsi al-je entendu. Lorsque le Bouddha , le Bienheureux,

r^sidait dans le pare d ' Anathapi ndada a Sravasti, il disait a

ses bhiksu: bhiksu! line mere ayant tin enfant unique, sa pre-

occupation prlncipale est de reflechir sur la manic re d'eduquer

son fils pour qu *

i 1 devienne un jour un hoiume utile pour la so-

ciele. Les bhiksu demandaient alors: Nous vous prions, Bien-

heureux, de bien vouloir nous expliquer votre pensee pour que

nous puissions benef icier de votre piecieux enseignement

.

Le Bienheureux repondaic. Je vais acc£der a votre demande.

Alors 6c outez-moi bien et reflechissez bien. Quant aux upasaka,
2

on doit suivre 1 exemple de Citra Grhapa t i et de Gaja Kumar a .

Ces deux personnes sont des laics qui ont tnis leur foi dans le

Dharraa el ont suivi avec application les ense i gnements . Si l'on

veut ontrer en religion et porter les trois habits de religieux

(kasaiya) , on doit prendre exemple sur Sariputra et Maha-Haudgal-

yayana . Pourquoi? Parce qu'ils ont etudie assiduroent le Dharma,

n*ont pas commis d'actes reprehensi bles au Dharma ou ebauche

des tdees contraires a leur conscience. Si par hasard des id6es

erronees survenaient dans leur reflexion, lis seraient condamnes
4

a retourner dans les trois mauvaises voies .

Si vous vous appliquez a faire du bien, vour rccolterez

les bonnes consequences dans un proche avenir. C'est pourquoi

les offrandes pesent tres lourdes car elles peuvent empecher

les bhiksu d 'atteindre le but vise. Alors, vous ne devez pas

aimer recevoir les offrandes, si vous y eprouvez deja du plaisir,

detruisez ce sentiment le plus vite possible. Ayant entendu

ces paroles du Bouddha, les bhiksu 6taient heureux et les met-

taient respectueuseraent en pratique.
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2. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu... le Bienheureux disait a ses bhiksu:

Une upasika a une fille a qui elle voulait donner une education

parfaite. Alors, elle conseillait a sa fille: 'Hon enfant, si

til testes dans ton foyer, tu dois prendre exemple sur i'upasika

Kiu uh'eou to 10 (J$fc&£$L). 'a »>*re Qe Nanda, un disciple

du Tathlgata. Ma i a si lu veux entrer en religion, tu dois suivre

1 'exemple des uhiksunl Ksema et ULpa 1 aval na .

' Kn effel, la bhik-

sunl lisema corame la bhiksunT Utpalauarna aiment etudier le Dhar-

ma , ne commettent pas de mauvaises actions oo de delits. Celui

qui a dcs pensees mal honnetes , se vena cundamne dans les trois

mauvaises voies. Ce Hi i quj lie fait que du bien a autrui, les

recompenses viendront tot on tard; s'il n'a pas encore accede

a 1'eveil, il y parviendra plus tard. '"est pourquoi, bhiksu,

ne prennez pas du plaisir en recevaiH les offrandes car tiles

pesent lourdes et leur poids n'esl pas facile a aUeger. Halei-

vous de detruire ce sentiment si vous en eprouvez deja. Ayant

entendu ces paroles du fiouddha , les bhiksu etaient lieureux et

les mettaient respectueusement en pratique.

3 'Ainsi ai-je entendu... le Bi enlieureux disait a ses bhiksu:

Je n'ai jamais vu quelque chose qui change aussi vite que les

pensees. II [semhlel difficile de trouver un e*emple, Klles sont

comrae le singe qui s'agite c ont i nue 1 lament . 11 en est de memo

des pensees illusoires qui s'orientent dans differ elites direc-

tions sans pouvoir se stabiliser. II taut done trouver sans

tarder un moyen pour controller cette agitation. C'est pourquoi,

6 bhiksu, VOUS devez rendre compte que le profane (.prtha'jjana)

ne peut pas analyser ses pensees lac i lenient . Kn ce qui vous

concertie specia lement , vous devez dompter voire pen see ,
vos idees

illusoires, poor arrive! au but. Le perfect lonnemenl doit et re

COntinuel. Ayanc entendu ces paroles du Bouddha ,
les bhiksu

etaient lieureux et les inettaient respectueusement en pratique.

4. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu... le Bienheureux disait a ses bhiksu:

Toujoitrs comparable aux comportement s agites du singe, les pen-

sees du profane sont changeanles. C'est pourquoi iL est difficile

d'analyser les causes, les origines.de la mental ite et des pen-

sees. Ayant entendu ces paroles du Bouddha , les bhiksu etaient

heureux et les mettaient respectuesemenf en pratique.

'_>. 'Ainsi ai je entendu... le Bienheureux disait a ses bhiksu:

Kkot taragaina VI l 49

Le Bi enheur

-

Je vous con=" i lie de

un homme dont 1 'esprit est con-

En examinant l'esprit des autres. je me suis rendu coapl ? que

celui dont les pensees changent a chaque seeonde sera loml.! an*

a 1'enfer. Pourquoi? Parce que ses mauvaises pensees voi.t rendie

son esprit malade et le font condamner a 1'enfer

eux reci tait alors la gatha suivante

r^flechir sur le fait suivant

stamment occupe par la col ere , a l'heure de sa more, il ira en

enfer & cause de son esprit reinpli de pensees malsaines'.

Bhiksu, vous devez vaincre vos desirs pour qu'ils ne vous

poussent pas a commettre des actes regret tables .
Ayant entendu

les paroles du Bouddha, les bhiksu etaient heureux et les met-

taient respectueusement en pratique.

6. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu... le Bienheureux disait a ses bhiksu:

Je me suis rendu compte aussi, en observant l'esprit d'autrui,

que celui dont les pensees vont aussi vite que les reflexes d'un

bras, peut d'une seconde a 1 'autre acceder au royaume du ciel.

Pourquoi? Parce qu ' i 1 n'a que des pensees nobles. Ainsi les

bonnes intentions peuvent faire renaitre dans le ciel. Le Bien-

heureux cltait la gatha suivante: 'Je vous conseille de reflechir

sur le cas suivant ! Un homme qui ne pense qu ' a faire de bonnes

actions, a l'heure de sa mort , peut prendre le chemin des celes-

tes'.

Bhiksu, ne laissez pas naitre vos desirs illusoires. Ayant

entendu ces paroles du Bouddha, les bhiksu etaient heureux et

les mettaient respectueusement en pratique.

7. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu... le Uienheureux disait a ses bhiksu:

Dans ce bas-monde, je n'ai pas encore eu connaissance de quelque

chose de parf a i t ement convaincante ni tout a fait incroyable :

L'ttre huraain est troupe par ses illusions qui l'empecneni de

trouver la serenite. 11 est ligote par des contraint.es inextri-

cables, et il lui est impossible de s'en defaire. Prenons le

cas de 1 'homme, une fois sue combe a la beaute d 'une femine: il

sombre dans la passion, sa pensee est obscurcie par cet amour.

Desormais, il ne pourra plus trouver la serenite de l'esprit.

II est dans une prison oil il lui est impossible de s'en echapper.

En effet, cet amour va le poursuivre d'une vie a 1 'autre et lui

faire renattre sans cesse dans les cinq voies du Samsara.
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Le Bienheureux recitait la gatha suivante:

La langue de 1 'I tide est une langue tres subtile ;

Les paroles du Bouddha sont difficiles a comprendre.

Mais essayez parfois de ies comprendre.

Rap pel ez -vous constamment

Qu'il ne faut pas entrer en relation avec une femme

Ou vous n ' atteindr iez jamais 1'eveil.

Bhiksu, combattez vos passions, ne laissez pas naltre vos

desirs illusoires, vous devez vous perf ec t ionner de fagon rigour-

euse. Ayant entendu ces paroles du Bouddha, Its bhiksu etaient

heureux et les mettaient respectueusement en pratique.

8. Ainsi ai-je entendu... le Bienheureux disait a ses bhiksu:

De la meme maniere, la femme attiree par les charmes de l'homme,

en devient amoureuse. Son esprit est occupe par cette passion

et ne parviendra jamais A l'ultime serenite. Elie sera a jamais

emprisonnee dans cet amour et condamnee a naltre et renaTtre

indefinlroent dans les cinq voies du Samsara

.

Le Bienheureux recitait cette gatha:

L ' amour-passion est un sentiment bouleversant et alienant.

Ne le laissez pas naftre et ne cominettez pas ces actes

[profanes

.

Bhiksu, combattez vos passions, ne les laissez pas naltre

et entreprenez votre perf ect ionnement avec assiduite. Ayant

entendu ces paroles du Bouddha, les bhiksu etaient heureux el

les mettaient respectueusement en pratique.

9. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu... le Bienheureux disait a ses bhiksu:

En tout chose, au debut le desir passionnel n'existait pas, puis

il s'£veille, des lors il augmente ses exigences. De mgme , la

colere n'avait pas d 'existence , elle est nee et accrolt tout

de suite son intensite, L ' engourd issement ne se man i f estait

pas encore, puis il debute et se developpe de plus en plus.

De la meme maniere se deroulent la naissance et la croissance

du raisonnment errone, du doute, des pensees illusoires et des

idees perverses. C'est pourquoi , bhiksu, vous devez faire bien

attention pour ne pas laisser naltre ces pensees alienantes et

vouz devez mediter sur leur vrale racine. Ayant entendu ces

paroles du Bouddha, les bhiksu etaient heureux et les mettaient
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respect ueusement. on pratique.

10. 'Ainsi ai je entendu... le Bien,. ?ureu» disait a ses bhiksu:

Ne laissez pas naftre le di'Sir passionnel. B'il est ut>, vous

devez essayer de 1'efeindre a tout prLx. Adoptez cetic ferae

attitude envers la colore, le i j

i

sonnement errone, le doute,

etc... Bhiksu, vous devex mediter ass idurnent sur les pensees

impure s

.

Ayant entendu ces precieux conseils du Tathagata, les bhiksu

etaient heureux et les mettaient respectueusement en pratique.'

Fasicule qua tri erne

Hartie 10

La protection de la pensee U-i <- 1. a nutaksa )

1. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu. Lorsque le Bouddha, le Bienheureux,

residait dans le pare d ' Anathapindada a Sravastl, il conseillait

a ses bhiksu: bhiksu! En quoi consiste la diligence (aprami-

dj)'{ C'est la protection de la pensee . A tout instant, vous

devez etre conscients des influences mauvaises (ay.rava) qui vous

animent el des passions qui vous alienenl encore. Vous devez

pratiquer sans vous laisser aller, sans negligence. Selon vos

propres c a pa cites, vous devez poursuivre cette ligne de conduite

avec perseverance. Quand vous aurez pu vous opposer aux influen

ces mauvaises, a vos passions, vous atteindrez le merveilleux

Sveil , vous obtiendrez la parfaite concentration.

Bhiksu, si vous reussisiez a erapScher le so if des plaisirs

des sens { kamijtirava ) , le desir de l'existence ( 2>fiav<3sra va ) et

la mauvaise influence de 1' ignorance (ai'idyasrava) non encore nes

de naftre. et a eliminer tous, le soif, le desir, la mauvaise

influence - deja nes avec application en connaissant vos propres

possi bi li tes , vous vous delivreriez de tous ces maux et vous

obtiendriez la connaissance supreme, la purete et la fin du cycle

de renaissance dans un corps irapur.

Le Bienheureux recitait la gatha suivante:

La diligence est le chemin de 1 '

i mmorta lite
1

,

L ' insouc iance est le chemin de la mort

.

l.es gens diligents ne meurent pas;
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1

,

!

gLes gens insouciants ressembl ent a la mort .

Bhtksu, vous devez r^flechir au devenir de votre pratique

du Dharma et ne vous laissez pas etre tent.es par la paresse.

Ay ant entendu ces paroles du Bouddha , les bhiksu etaient heureux

et les mettaient respectueuseraent en pratique.

2 . 'Ainsi ai-je entendu... le Bienheureux disait a ses bhiksu:

Que veut dire se perf ec t ionner avec diligence? Cela consiste

;i ne pas troubler tous les Stres sensibles, ni a leur nuir, a

observer les bonnes conduites, c'est A dire 1
' engagement dans

le noble chemin A huit branches qui comporte les hull categories

suivantes

:

1. la vue corrects (samyafcdrsti )

;

2. la conception correcte (samyaAsamAa 1 pa ) ;

3. la parole correcte (samyaivifak);

U. l'action correcte (samuakfca rmanta ) ;

5. la maniere de vivre correcte (samyag&j 7va )

;

6. l'effort correct (sarayay vyayjima )

;

7. l'attention correcte (ssngatsurti);

B. la concentration correcte (samyaksamadh i ) .

Le Bienheureux recitait alors la gatha suivante:

La distribution de l'argent a tous les ttres sensibles

N'equivaut pas la propagation du Dharma qui delivra

L'esprit de tous soucis et qui apporte le bonhour eternel

Celui qui connalt de facon penetrante le [Jharma est

definitive me nt delivre de sa souffrance,

Bhiksu, vous devez appliquer les bonnes conduites du noble

chemin a huit branches. Ayant entendu ces paroles du Bouddha,

les bhiksu etaient heureux et les mettaient respec tueusement

en prat i que .

i . 'Ainsi ai-je entendu... le Bienheureux posail ensuite cette

question a ses disciples: Quelle est votre attitude envers les

genereux donateurs (danapstui)?

Les bhiksu repondaient: 5 Bienheureux, c'est la le point

capital. Nous vous prions de bien vouloir nous l'expliquer pour

que nous puissions le pratiquer par la suite.

Le Bienheureux disait alors: Ecoutez-moi bien et reflechls-

sez bien sur ce que je vais vous expliquer. Vous devez a vos

gfinereux donateurs un profond respect comparable a celui d'un

fils pour ses parents. Vous devez vous occuper d'eux de telle
9

sorte qu'lls tirent profit de leurs cinq aggregats (skandha)

en ce bas monde; qu'ils deviennent des personnes cultivees, sages

et lucides. Cette condulte vous sera benefique au sein des

Trois Joyaux. Ces bienfaiteurs vous ont offerl des vetements,

de la nourriture, des medicaments, de la literie, etc. C'est

pourquoi vous leur devez de la reconnaissance aussi bien pour

les petites que les importantes offrandes. Vous depensere?. toutes

vos forces pour leur inculquer, sans telSche, le Dharraa pour

qu'ils obtiennent la sCrenite de l'esprit, la purete du corps,

de la parole et de la pensGe; pour qu'ils puissent agir, parler

et penser dans un esprit de compassion. Grace a cela les offran-

des de ces bienfaiteurs ne seront pas perdues et se transfcrmer-

ont en felicile, en bonheur , en immorta 1 i te (antrta) qui vont

se repandre dans le monde entier. Bhiksu, c'est ainsi que vous

devez vous comporter.

Le Bienheureux resumait son enseignement dans cette gStha:

De cette maniere ces offrandes deviendront des richesses

inestimables qu'aucun rol ni aucun bandit peut deroher

.

Ces olfrandes permettent aux bienfaiteurs d'acceder au

trone du Roi uuiversel, celui qui propage le Dharma,

celui qui possede les sept joyaux.

Elles leur permettent d'acceder au ciel, de porter des

couronnes serties de pierres precieuses , de se divert ir

au son de la musique divine,

Elles leur offrcnt la possibility de devenir le puissant

roi des celestes tant admire.

Elles leur donnent les trente-deux beaux marques physiques

d'un propagateur du Dharma.

Tous ces bonheurs sont dus aux offrandes.

Ayant entendu ces paroles du Bouddha, les bhiksu etaient

heureux et les mettaient respectueusement en pratique.

4. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu... le Bienheureux demandait aux bhiksu:

Comment les genereux bienfaiteurs doivent-ils faire leurs offran-

des et comment doivent-ils s'y prendre pour progresser dans la

formation spirituelle?
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Les bhiksu r^pondaient: C'est un des ces points impottants

que nous vous prions de bien vouloir nous eclairer.

Le Bienheureux expliquait: Les bienfaiteurs font des offran-

des aux predlcateurs , aux bhiksu, a ceux qui ont trouve la lu-

mlere dans le Dharma. lis offrent la nourriture a ceux qui en

ont besoin, la quietude a ceux qui sont dans l'anxiete. la joie

a ceux qui ont du chagrin, un abri aux sans-logis, la lumi^re

aux aveugles, des medicaments aux malades. lis sont comparables

aux agriculteurs qui font des travaux d ' assa i ni ssement pour am£li-

orer leurs terres. Bhiksu, c'est ainsi que 1
' on doit se perfec-

tionner pour surmonter les cinq aggr£gats afln d'acceder au Nir-

vana ,

Le notable Anathapi ndada qui se trouvalt dans l'assemblee

s'adressait au Bienheureux: Bienheureux, comme vous l'avez

explique, celui qui fait des offrandes et celui qui les recoit

sont comparables a une vase qui ne contient que de bonnes choses.

Ceux qui resolvent les dons sont comparables aux parents qui

encouragent les bonnes actions de leurs enfants. lis sont aussi

de bons amis dans les vies poster ieures . Celui qui donne comme

celui qui recoit sont des bouddhistes pratiquants. - Le Bienheur-

eux repondait: C'est exactement cela. - Le notable Anathapindada

continuait: A partir de maintenant, nous devons subvenir aux

besoins des bhiksu, des bhiksunl, des upasaka et des upasika

.

Nous vous prions, le Bienheureux et les bhiksu, d' accepter nos

propositions

.

Le Bienheureux acquiescait: Nous les acceplons de bon coeur

.

Le Notable se prosternait alors, puis se levait pour marcher

trois fois autour du Bouddha pour manifester son respect et re-

venait ensuite a sa place.

Un jour, ce dernier preparait un fastueux repas, arrangea

les places et invita respectueusement le Bienheureux a venix

chez lui . Le Bienheureux, entoure de tous ses disctples correc-

tement ve"tus, tous munis de leur bol aux aumones, se rendaient

chez le Notable dans la ville de Sravasti. Chacun prit place

selon son rang. Une fois le Bouddha et ses disciples bien in-

stalles, Anathapindada venait personnellement leur servir les

plats. Le repas termine, les accessoires ranges, Anathapindada

s 'asseyait derrlere les bhiksu et priait le Bienheureux: Tathagata

,

permettez-moi, ainsi que ma famille, d'offrir a vous et aux bhik-

su les trois vetements des religieux, le bol aux aumones, les

accessoires pour s'asseoir et toutes les autres choses dont vous

avez besoin quot idienneraent

.

Le Bienheureux s'adressait alors aux bhiksu: Je vous permets

d'accepter les choses qui vous manquent , lais ne laissez pas

naftre vos envies.

Pour remercier le notable Anathapindada, le Bienheureux don-

nait un ense i gnement sur le Dharma avant de se retirer aves ses

d isc iples .

Anathapindada se rendit ensuite aux quatre pones de la ville,

au marche, pour combler les besoins des necessiteux. II en fais-

ait de m€me pour ceux qui se rendaient chez lui. H donnait

ce qu'on lui reclamait: de la nourriture, des medicaments, des

vehicules, de l'encens, des perles, etc.

Ayant entendu parler de cela, le Bienheureux dit a ses dis-

ciples: De tous mes upasaka, le premier de ceux qui aiment prati-

quer la liberalite est le notable Anathapindada, Ayant entendu

ces paroles du Bouddha, les bhiksu etaient heureux et les raettai-

ent respectueusement en pratique.

5. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu... le Notable rendait visite au Bienheur-

eux, le saluait respectueusement et s'asseyait a ses pieds.

Le Bienheureux lui disait: Ainsi vous avez distribue des

vivres aux pauvres?

Anathapindada repondait: Oui, 6 Bienheureux, j'aide souvent

les pauvres aux quatre portes de la viLle et a mon domicile.

Souvent je souhaite pouvoir aider tous les etres vivants sans

penser qu ' i 1 faut donner plus ic i et moins la-bas . Je pense

aussi que tous les etres vivants ont besoin de manger pour vivre.

S'ils n'ont rien & manger, lis mourirront.

Le Bienheureux repondait: C'est ties bien, c'est ties

genereux de votre part. Vous pratiques la liberalite dans le

ftSne esprit que les bodhisattva . Vous recevrez de tres grands

merits pour vos actes. Votre nom sera connu et immortalise dans

les dix directions de ce monde . Pourquoi? Parce que les bodhi-

sattva viennent en aide aux autres dans un esprit d'equite.

lis subviennent aux besoins de tous les St res sensibles pour
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ne pas les lalsser mourtr de faim.

Le Blenheureux recltait la gatha suivante:

Quand on vienl en aide a tout le monde

Sans le moindre TeRreL dans le coeui ,

On rencontrera de bons amis

Qui vous aideront h attelndre 1 'autre rive.

Noble Ana t hapindada , vous devez toujours avoir cet esprit

d'equile dans votre pratique de la liberal it*. Ay ant emend u

ces paroles du Bouddha, le Notable etait heureux et les mettait

respec t uousemeni en pratique.

6. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu... le Bienheureux se reiournait vers

les bhiksu en disant: Hoi qui connais les causes et la raison

de la venue de I
' homme en ce bas monde, je sais aussi les bonnes

consequences d'un acte de liberalite, le plus petit qu'il soit ,

par exemple: une poignee de tiz qu ' on s'abstienl de manger pour

l'offrir a une autre personne qui en a plus besoin que soi

.

Si 1'on pratiquait la liberalite dans cet esprit d'equite

les resultats seraient parfaits. Mais ma 1 heureusemenl, la plupart

de temps, la cupidite et la jalousie obscure issent l'esprit hu-

main et rendent inefficace l'acte de liberalite.

Le Bienheureux res u ma it son enseigne merit dans cette gatha:

I. 'enseignement du Tathagata encourage la pratique equit-

able de \a liberalite et endue a tous les e-tres vi van t s

.

Cette action va apporter beaucoup de recompenses, de

bonheur et pourra conduire ensuite son auteur vers le

Nirvana .

L'acte de liberalite ouvre l'esprit et le coeur.

A 1
' heure de la mort, la renaissance au monde celeste

sera certaine

.

Dans ce monde merveilleux ou rien ne manque, la paix et

la serenite de l'esprit y sont acquises.

Tous ces bonheurs sont obtenus grace a la pratique d'une

liberalit* Equitable.

Ayant entendu ces paroles du Bouddha, les bhiksu etaient

heureux et les mettaient respectueusenient en pratique.

7. Ainsi ai-je entendu... le Bienheureux disait a ses bhiksu:

Bhiksu , n 'ayez pas peur de recevoir en retour les recompenses

dues aux bonnes actions. Riles se presentent sous la forme d'un

etat de paix et de serenite interieure. Vous devez plut it crain-

dre de ne pas obtenir cette felicite car les souffrances, 1 'in-

quietude, l'anxi^te sont innombrables - Celui qui n'a pas obtenu

ces recompenses n'aura pas cette paix interieure.

Je me rappelle une fois, j'avais mis en application l'esprit

de la compassion durant sept ans . Comme recompense, je ne suis

plus retourne en ce bas monde pendant sept periodes cosmiques

(Jtalpa) et j 'ai vecu sept autres periodes cosmiques dans le monde

des dieux Abhasvara , dans les sept periodes cosmiques suivantes

dans le monde du Maha-Brahma et je dirigeais des milliers d'autres

nondes. J'avais repris trente-six fois la forme du roi des deva

et, dans une multitude de mondes, j'etais un roi universel (cakza-

vartin) ou je regnais au service de la propagation du Dharma .

C'est pourquoi, bhiksu, vous devez faire du bien sans relache

et n'ayez pas peur de recevoir les merites qui en resulteront.

N'oubliez surtout pas que les racines de la souffrance sont mul-

tiples et sont a l'origine de la perte de la serenite interieure.

Le Bienheureux resumait son enseignement dans cette gatha:

1 L

La felicite est tres precieuse,

Si vous voulez, vous pouvez 1
' obtenir

.

En atteignant le stade de Nirodhasamapat t

i

Vous parviendrez a l'etat du Non-agir, et

Durant neuf cent milles periodes, les devaputra

Mara ne pourront pas vous perturber grace a vos merites .

Si vous souhaitez de toutes vos forces parvenir a la sa-

gesse en detruisant toutes formes de souffrances, vous

n'auriez plus d'inquietude dans l'avenir.

Bhiksu, vous devez faire de bonnes actions sans relSche et

vous appliquer a la pratique

.

Ayant entendu ces paroles

du Bouddha, les bhiksu etaient heureux et les mettaient respectu-

•usement en pratique.

B, "Ainsi ai-je entendu... le Bienheureux disait a ses bhiksu:

Je me rappelle 1
' epoque ou j'etais assis sous l'arbre de l'Eveil

avec les bodhisattva . A cette occasion les Hara ont rassemble

leurs troupes par milliers constitutes d'e"tres ayant differents

spects, par exemple: des individus ayant une t§te d'animale
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et un corps humaiti, des dragons, des genies, des esprits, des

serpents -g£nies (mahaiaya), des Asura , des oiseaux -genies (garutia)

etc. l.es Mara sont venus me dire cecj: 'Ascefe, vous allez ?tre

vaincu'. J'ai du eiiployer Loiite la force de mes meriles pour

vaincte mes fantasmes, mes passions, pour me delivrer des con-

traintes afin de parvenlr a la parfaite conna i ssance de la verite.

Bhiksu, vous devez reflechir a ce fail. Si vous possediez de

grands merites, les Mara ne pourraioni pas del r u i re vos efforts.

be ou t ez ccttc gat ha

:

Si vous possediez des merites ( puny *j ) vous vivrez dans

la f el ic i te

.

Si vous n 'en aviez pas vous seriez malheureux.

Dans cette vie et dans les prochaines vies,

T3chez de faire du bien pour pouvoir recueillir du bonheur .

Rhiksu, progresses toujours dans tetle voie du Bien. Ayant

entendu ces paroles du Bouddha, les bhiksu etaient heureux et.

les mettaient respec t ueusement en pratique.

4. ' A i n s i ai-.je entendu... le Bienheureux disait a ses bhiksu;

Que sign if ie perseverer dans la voie du Bien? Ceci design e la

volonte de poursuivre le memo object if avec foi et confiance

jusqu'a 1'ultLme but: la realisation de I 'attention currecte.

C'esr ainsi que vous parviendrez au Nirvana. Reflechissez hi en

a eel a et cherchez a decouvrir les racines du Bien. Ay ant enten-

du ces paroles du Bouddha, les bhiksu etaient heureux et les

mettaient re spec l ueusement en pratique.

10. 'Ainsi si—Je entendu... le BLenheureux disait a ses bhiksu:

Si vous voyez en ce bas monde quelqu'un qui a vecu longtemps,

qui a rendu de grands services a I'huraanite, qui possede un beau

physique, de lui se degagent line "grande energ i e , une forte person-

nalite, qui a la parole douce et gentille ainsi qu'une grande

felicite, 11 est surement le Tar.hagata ayant decouvert l'ultime

verite et l'Eveil parf ait .

Bhiksu, vous devez vour orientcr r emolument vers la comm£mora

tion du Bouddha ( Buddha nusmrr. i ) et perse verez pour atteindre

le but f ina 1 .

Ayant entendu ces paroles du Bouddha, les bhiksu etaient

heureux et les mettaient respect ueusement en pratique.'

NOTES

Voir T2, 56ZalO et suiv.

2
Voir BSR IV, 1, p. 58, notes 13, 14. Quant a Gaja Kumara { ^L -^ 3* • T '

orl&

toeu), on ne trouve aucuoe indication de son Identite.

1
Voir BSR II, 1-2. p. 46, n.22.

* Les trois mauvaises voies: voie de ] 'enter, celle des demons et celle des

aniraaux ,

5
Cinq voles de la renaissance: voie du ciel, de l'humain, des demons (ou

preta), des animaux et de 1* enter.

6
Voir T2 563cl5-16. Cf . la citation de l'EA dans l'original Sanskrit dans

rAbhidharmakosabhasya, ed. Pradhan. Patna 1967, 1975, pp. 55, 8: [apramadall

cstasa arakseti. Cf. aussi La Vallee Poussin. L'Abhidtiannakoia , Chapitre

II, p. 157, note 3. Cette citation de l'EA se trouve egalement dans L'Abhi-

dharnakosauylkya (ed. Wogihara), 128, 26.

' Ici il n'y a reference qu'a trois asrava , qui correspondent aux asava du

pill (cf. Nyanatlloka, Buddhist Diet i cna ry , p. 23) sauf drstyasrava , la mau-

vaise influence des vues.

En fait, cette stance corTesponde a Dhp 1.

8
La reference ici indiquc les avantages tirees de la naissance parmi les

itres humains (la meilleure de toutes les formes d' existence )

.

II s'agit probablemont d'une interpolation mahayiniste.

11
Le Nirodtiasamapatti ou 'recueillement s' appelant 1' arret de la sensation

•t de la notion'. Voir La Vallee Poussin, L'Abhidhaimakosa , II, 213.

11
Mara: des mauvais esprits du nonde du desir (kamadhatu) qui sont destines

contrecarrer les efforts de perfectionnement des sages.
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Letter to the Editor

Bear Ed i t o r ,

The three articles relating to suicide in the last issue of BSR

may well seem more than enough on the matter for the time being.

However, as my question to Dr Harvey about his earlier piece

was fortuitously answered by two other contributions as well

as his own specific reply in a way which complicates the issue

considerably, it may be of value to offer some reactions Lo all

of t bem

.

The first question is whether the third parajika can be taken

as an Indictment to all intentional homicides, I.e. of both mur-

der and suicide, not just the former. I.amotte's article conveni-

ently quotes the text of the rule, and the absence of the word

'another' in the opening reference to 'taking with his own hands

the life of a human being' might be so viewed. However, the

paraji*as are explicitly about punishable offences so that the

word is in fact redundant. Just as tellingly there is no refer-

ence to attempted suicide which obviously could be punished.

On the other hand, and by the same token, the reference to aggra -

vated suicide focuses on the aggravation with no clear inference

about the act itself. In a broader context the association of

such aggravation with murder makes total sense, since the more

sinister examples might represent an identity of motivation,

e.g. as alternative ways of ridding oneself of a burdensome rela-

tive .

Now, the obverse of encouraging an act may be the attempt

physically to prevent it, and it is a welcome feature of all

the cases discussed that this unpleasant factor is not present.

Thus Sariputta seeks to dissuade Channa from 'taking the knife

to himself' but appears to accept the outcome after he fails

to do so. Likewise, Gotama ' s intercession with Vakkali merely

results in the postponement of his suicide, and it evokes no

condemnation when it occurs. It may well be, therefore, that

Nagar juna ' s statement (as cited by Lamotte) that morality is

about ' a wrong done to others or the good done to others' repre-

sents a genuine consensus. If so, it follows that suicide was

not seen as wrong in the precise sense that one has a right to

commit it, i.e. arguments centre on its wisdom not on its admis-

sibility. (There are seeming parallels here with its decriminal-

ization in English law.) So the separation of the spheres of

morality and wisdom is of crucial significance. In the former

constraint and punishment may be allowable, in the latter only

debate

.

If then we confine ourselves to asking whether suicide is

unwise as opposed to Immoral, the obvious conclusion from the

three articles is that the view taken is an ambivalent one.

This seeas to be the view arrived at by Arvind Sharma in his

final paragraph, the difference being that he is apparently un-

easy with such an outcome whereas I find it entirely satisfactory.

Gotama could not be expected to countenance an epidemic of sui-

cides, hence the injunction on the third parajika, but when he

encounters isolated examples of the intention to commit it his

response is pragmatic and ad fioroincm, which is exactly what I

would hope. In relation to anything so traumatic, varied and

complex, wisdom should wait upon the event.

The categorizations offered by various contributors seem

anyway to be of very limited value from the standpoint of modern

secularly orientated Buddhism, The distinctions between the

uicides of Arahants and of others involves an unverifiable and

unquantif iable distinction. As to Laaotte's third group, i.e.

those who committed it 'to pay homage to the Buddha and his doc-

trine', this looks like an aberration even in traditionalist

terms and is hardly likely to attract contemporary recruits.

Those who are politically motivated are a good deal more interes-

ting and have understandably generated considerable differences

of opinion amongst Buddhists, but they are a tiny proportion

of the total number. One must conclude therefore that the more

meaningful criteria for attempting any sort of judgement have

to do with age, health, presence or absence of dependents, and

whether the deed is a precipitate reaction to events or a calcul-

ated decision.

Finally there is the relationship of all this to the rebirth

question. I entirely agree with Peter Harvey that the monumental

atudies of Ian Stevenson provide a prima facie case for rebirth,

• nd that there is a good deal of other modern research which

Is worth our attention. There are, however, many anomalies to
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be resolved and acceptance of the paranormal is compatible with

a variety of theories about its basis. In any case, the real

objection is not to any particular stance on rebirth as such ,

but to the use of the idea as a vehicle for moral dogmatism.

It is this latter aspect which is relevant to a discussion of

suicide (or any other dimension of the present life that one

may have strong feelings about). The scientific evidence certain-

ly cannot be invoked in support of arguments of such a type,

and those of us who wish to see the Buddhist Dhamma as consistent-

ly empirical will therefore continue to reject them.

Yours sincerely David Evans

BOOK REVIEWS

Tranquillity and Insi ght. An Introduction to the Oldest Form

of Buddhist Meditation. Amadeo Sole-Leris. Century Hutchinson,

London, and Shambhala, Boston 1986. 176 pp. £6.95 / $7.95.

In the last two or three decades books on meditation covering

tha main Buddhist traditions have been appearing regularly.

Scarcer, however, are publications about meditation that give

an almost complete account of meditational techniques from the

historical perspective . Indeed - and now speaking of the Thera-

vada tradition - this reviewer knows of only two books written

In English in the last decade on this subject , but these are

not suitable for beginners. Fortunately, the book under review

has several features which will appeal to beginners and tion-

beginners alike, and will meet the need for a more readable publi-

cation in this complex field of spiritual activity called medita-

tion. The author will not be unfamiliar to readers of BSE, as

ha has contributed some reviews to the journal, and his transla-

tions have been reviewed there , He is proficient in Pali nd

conducts courses in meditation of whose technique he is highly

knowledgeable , especially vipassana .

In the Preface the author declares his aim to be twofold:

'... to sketch an outline of Buddhist meditation according to

tha oldest tradition and as a living practice in our time...

(Ch.l, 2, 3, 7, and 8) and '... to offer a survey of the roedita-

tlonal techniques involved' (Ch.4, 5, 6 and 9). The organization,

Che methodical exposition and interpretation of the material

reflects one of the trends of thought on meditational matters

which, as will be seen, leads to some interesting questions worth

commenting upon.

The book opens with an introductory chapter on the scope

and nature of meditation, whilst the second chapter presents

a brief exposition of the Buddha's teaching by means of the 'Four

Noble Truths'. However, the main theme of the book is tackled

In Chapter 3 - on the nature and difference between the two dis-

tinct types of technique known as samatha (tranquillity) and

Vipassana (insight), Chapters 4 and 5 on Concentration, and 6
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on vipassana as practised today. Generally, the presentation
is made via a selection from the Sutta Pitaka (SP); often, it

is accompanied by a commentary from the Visuddhimagga complemented
by further explanations and interpretations by the author to

clarify the matter better. Though succinct, all the subjects
are described in a lucid style and in clear and understandable
language - which is a feat in itself considering the complexity
of the subject-matter. What will not be clear to some readers
- as this is not part of the scope of the book and is not explain-
ed - is the role played by and the position that these meditatlon-
al techniques occupy within the general training scheme of the

Buddha.

The chapters on concentration cover, essentially, the materi-
al found in the SP. They comprise sections on the levels of

concentration and on the traditional forty meditation subjects
as systematized in the Vi suddhimagga . The nine stages of concen-
tration (the jhanax) receive more extensive coverage.

The chapter on vipassana is dedicated mainly to an exposition
and interpretation of the famous Satipatthana Sutta, which the

author states is the Buddha's prime manual of instruction to

his disciples for the practice of vipassana, and is one of the

best short accounts of this sutta known to this reviewer. Whereas
in the case of concentration the author draws heavily on the
Commentaries, in the present section his interpretation of some
of the contemplation exercises is thoroughly dictated by the

outlook specific to the followers of the 'Burmese' vipassana
method which, according to the author, has as its source the
empirical tradition as preserved in Burma ( - by inference, is

the 'textual" tradition predominant only in Sri Lanka and Thai-
land?). Other forms of meditation techniques to be found in

the SP are not mentioned in the book; this is in line with the
outlook just mentioned and will be better clarified as we proceed
further on.

The next chapter (7) is on Nibbana, with excellent remarks
on its nature and some misconceptions about it, briefly presented.
Next (8) comes an amplified exposition of the practices of loving-
kindness and equanimity which were already succinctly described
in Chapter A. The last chapter (9), on the practice of vipassana

today, gives an account of the two main contemporary streams

of vipassana" meditation: a short and incomplete description of

Hahasi Sayadav's technique, and a fuller account - the bulk of

the chapter '- of the U Ba Khin vipassana method of neditation,

with which the author seems to be more familiar and of which

he Is a practitioner.

Because of the personal outlook of the author on these mat-

ters, a potential quandary which exists here, and may involve

tome readers - especially newcomers - is: having in mind the

•tated objective at the beginning of the book, and after having

raid Chapters 7 and 9, they may be led to believe that (a) Burma

U the only country with an empirical tradition; and (b) the

vipassana technique of meditation is the sole original form of

naditation still extant.

Let us now review, briefly, an important historical issue

worth commenting upon, for the benefit of those readers not fami-

liar with such issues and to help them establish a correct his-

torical perspective on these matters. The word vipassana occurs

bout twenty times in the SP; in all but one case, in conjunction

With samatha. Generally, both denote special mental and spiritual

states resulting from meditational practices and capable of in-

ducing higher wisdom. Sometimes they are called 'wholesome things/

atates/elements' (JtusaJi dhamma ) (A II 92-5; V 99) . On other

occasions they are included in generic recommendations on things/

•tates (dhammi) to be developed for the benefit of the disciple

(D III 213. 273; M I 494; S IV 360; A I 95; etc); they should

alto be developed through full comprehension which, itself, is

to be developed through cultivating the Noble Eightfold Path

(8 V 52), etc. A close examination of the Nikayas discloses

the key-word related to the highest spiritual stages to be panna

(wisdom or understanding) (and dassana , vision) to be met often

In the SP. It is only in post-SP literature that we come across

uch technical terms as vipassana-bhavana , as well as the identi-

fication of vipassana with dassana 'vision' ), nana (knowledge)
~ - - 3

and some forms of panna (wisdom) .

To round off this digression, let us put a question: Did

tha Buddha have a system of training to which the diverse medita-

tion techniques could be related? A sound question, which was

put to the Master on varloua occasions. His answer to this query
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has been recorded, among others, in two famous dialogues (M 107

and J9), in which he gives a minute account of his gradual train-

ing method (.anupubbasi kkha ) - so-called because it was made up

of successive, progressive stages. There is ample evidence that

the gradual path was his central and genera] method of ttainlng,

the importance of which may be seen from the fact that more than

two dozen suttas, of varying length, have been dedicated specif i

cally to this method . The method was flexible enough to admit

of amendments if the mental capacity of the med i tat or so warranted.

Most of the meditation techniques, described in hundreds of suttas

in the SP, were related and corresponded to one or more of the

stages on the gradual path. Based on Its contents, the method

became known, later, as the threefold training {ti or tividha-

silckhi): Morality ialla}, Concentration (samSrfhi) and Wisdom

(pafiJia), and it is under this guise that the 'textual' literature

popularized it. Two other methods of training are also mentioned

in the SP: the thirty- seven Constituents of Enlightenment (hcuihi-

pakkhiya bhavana) and the famous sa f. ipa t thSna - which is also

one of the constituents of the former method and covered in the

present book.

With the passing of time, the application of the gradual

method of training declined for various reasons, and nowadays

some system of training resembling it is being used in a few

places. Moreover, it is rarely mentioned in Buddhist publicat ions.

Instead, some of the meditation techniques found in the SP con-

tinue to be used as independent methods of training; two of these

have received special emphasis and have been constantly increasing

in popularity - anapanasat i and satipatthana, both covered in

this book. The emergence of the cipassani technique of medita-

tion, of Burmese inspiration, has been described by the author

and by the literature indicated by him (p. 128). The method,

however, is not without its opponents who would consider it a

short-cut method derived from the original sat. ipatthana . However,

since our concern is with the laity, as far as this method proves

beneficial - and this reviewer has been a witness to the growing

interest in this type of meditation - it is certainly a valid

method , Whether it is suited to lead to the attainment of Nlb-

bana is a debatable question. Some teachers and writers are

prone to promise such a feat, indiscriminately, to everybody

In the not too distant future. The only way this could be proved

would be the presence of Arahants, recognized as such, in the

world today - which is not the case as yet.

Summing up, however, this is an excellent reference book,

specially for the survey on concentration and mindfulness, and

for encouraging the non -initiated reader to pursue the practice

of neditation. An analytical table of contents in future editions

would further enhance its value as a reference work.

1
Winston L. King, Theravada Meditation, Pennsylvania State University Prc;;s,

1980. P. Vajiranana, Buddhist Meditation in Theory and Practice, 2nd ed., Bud

dhist Missionary Society, Kuala Lumpur 1975.

See, for example, BSR 1, Nci.l, pp.62 and 67.

3
For example, the seven stages of purification (visuddhi) expounded by Punna

%n a dialogue vith Sariputta (M 24) and not covered in the present book, are

considered as stages in the development of vipassana as the direct path co

Nibbana. The Visuddhimagga elaborates them In connection with the development

Of wisdom (panna-Miavanl ) and they are mentioned in the Abhidhammatthasangaha

as an aspect of vipassana Xamatthana (see P. Vajiranana, op. cit . , pp.67 and

383). (May the expression adh iparjnadhammavipassanaya , higher knowledge through

insight into things, A IV 360, etc., be the precursor?) In most cases, vipas-

aana-bhavana as understood by the 'textual' tradition is different from the

one expounded in Lhe present book which is related to the satipatthana method

Of meditation.

*i D suttas 2 to 6, 8 to 11; M 26, 27, 30, 39, etc. As it is outside the

Hope of this review, no further details will be given here; the interested

reader may explore the English translations of the dialogues published by

the Pall Text Society.

5
For other traditional and empirical approaches see, for example, Bhikkhu

Sinailvako, 'New Approaches to Buddhism: the Hard Way', PaJi Buddhist Review,

S, p. 59; and "The Way of Buddhist Meditation', PBR, 5, p. 93, 1980; Kheminda

Thera, The way of Buddhist Meditation, VajiraraW, Colombo 1980. Works by

One meditation masters from Thailand (Forest Monasteries) villi not be cited

hire as they are not easily accessible,
Nissim Cohen

At. : Tranquillity and Insight has appeared in Spanish (Barcelona 1986) and

Is scheduled to be published in Italian (Milan 1988}

.
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Ca lm and Insight . A Buddhist Manual for Meditators. Bhikkhu

Khantipalo. Curzon Press, London 1981. viii + 152 pp. £3.00.

The author of this book, who modestly calls himself Bhikk.hu Khanti-

palo, is in fact one of the tiny band of British-born mahatheras.

Trained in Thailand, he has his own vihara in Australia at a

place delightfully named Wiseman's Ferry. This is an intensely

practical work which at every step gives evidence ot the author's

own experience, and is therefore invaluable Cor the Westerner

wishing to undertake meditation, especially in the very simple

form as taught in the Thai tradition he follows.

A brief introduction suggests that it is at least as necessary

to 'wash the mind' as the body, which seems as good an answer

as any to the question "Why meditate?', and the basic scheme

for the book is given in the terms of Dhammapada 183 (Sabba papa ssa

akaranam etc.). The first section ('Preliminaries') gives a

great deal of useful advice, much of which may seem obvious to

those with some experience, but will be valuable for many begin-

ners. The precepts and refuges are stressed as providing a secure

foundation for meditation practice. The next two chapters ('And

In Wholesomeness Increasing') deal with the mind: Chapter II

gives a schematic analysis of the mind as understood in Buddhism,

and Chapter III explains the Four Foundations of Mindfulness.

The third section ("And One's Heart Well Purifying') deals with

the actual practice, explaining the difference between calm and

insight. This leads on to 'Good Results and Bad': the latter

include the various 'traps and snares' which can result from

the false evaluation of certain experiences {especially as a

result of conceit!). In this section the author quotes from

accounts of monks' experiences, some amusing and some frightening,

in Thailand. At times his tone becomes almost brusque as when

discussing nantras (p. 63), or when (p. 73) he rejects as 'later

scholasticism' the classification of insight into stages so lov-

ingly (and expertly) dwelt on by Hatara Sri ftanarama . In both

cases he has a serious point, but in both cases, too, there is

something to be said on the other side! A final chapter deals

with the Fruits of Penetration, understandably drawing heavily

on the Samannaphala Sutta (D 2). An appendix with some questions

and answers concludes the work, plus a brief glossary which in-

cludes the Thai form of certain Pali words (here, under patipatti,

the Thai form should be patibat),

Maurice Walstie

The Path of Serenity and I

n

sight (An Explanation of the Buddhist

Jhanas ). Henepola Gunaratana. Motilal Banarsldass, Delhi 1985.

Xiv, 263 pp. Rs 125.00.

This is a work which combines sound scholarship with considerable

practical experience. Its venerable author, ordained in Sri

Lanka in 1947. spent fifteen years in teaching and Dhammaduta

work in South-East Asia (five years in India, for the Hahabodhi

Society, and ten in Malaysia) before becoming Hon. General Secre-

tary of the Buddhist Vihara Society of Washington, D.C, in 1968.

Since 1980 he has been President of the Society, During his

years at the Vihara. in addition to pursuing scholarly Interests

and obtaining various degrees, including a Ph.D. in Philosophy,

at The American University, he has been deeply involved in Dhamma-

duta work, lecturing widely in the U.S.A. and Canada, conducting

Btditation retreats, performing religious duties and - since

1973 - occupying in addition the position of Buddhist Chaplain

at The Aoerlcan University , which involves counselling students

Interested in Buddhism and Buddhist meditation. He is thus parti-

cularly well qualified - in the presentation of his chosen subject

- to do justice to the claims of both study (pariuatti) and prac-

tice (patipatti) as essential elements in the achievement of

Comprehension (pativedha).

From the beginning, the author rightly insists on the strict

eoteriological character of the Buddha's teaching, and on the

Central role of meditation practice in the pursuit of the path

leading to the cessation of suffering. As is well known, there

are two main types of Buddhist meditation techniques which, accor-

ding to their effects, are described respectively as serenity

(aamatlia) and insight (vipassani) meditation, and the author

Udeavours to cover the essential ground of both. Hence the

title of the book. However (as the subtitle Immediately suggests)

h« has a particular interest in the states of mental absorption

{jhanas) typical of serenity meditation, and it is to their de-

tailed discussion as 'one of the most Important aspects of Bud-

dblst meditation encountered repeatedly in the scriptural taxte

<s
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of early Buddhism' (p.xi) that the work is primarily devoted.

The author's specific purpose is, accordingly, defined as

'to examine the jhanas in order to determine their role in the

Buddhist spiritual discipline', viewing them from the perspective

of Theravada Buddhism, 'probably the oldest continuous Buddhist

tradition, maintaining the most accurate record of what the Buddha

himself actually taught', and considering primarily their dynamic,

psychological aspects: 'Our approach is psychological and analyti-

cal, our intent to look into the inner constitution of the jhanas,

lay bare their inner dynamics, and see how they contribute to

the purification and liberation of mind which is the goal of

the Buddhist discipline' (p.xi).

For this purpose, Ven . Gunaratana draws on the Sutta Pitaka

of the Pali Canon and the relevant Commentaries and Sub-commenta-

ries, while a number of points are elucidated by reference to

the first two books of the Abhidhamma Pitaka ( Dhammasarigani and

Vibhanga ) and their Commentaries. A mainstay of the study, how-

ever, is Buddhaghosa ' s monumental classic, the V i suddhiioagga

('Path of Purification'), an original work which, as Ven. Guna-

ratana recalls, 'orders the complex field of Buddhist meditation

into an organic comprehensive whole' (p.xii), and has proved

indispensable to all serious students of the subject ever since

it was written in the fifth century A.C.

The sources of Tho Path of Serenity and Jnsiyhi: are thus

impeccable, and the author's approach successfully combines a

time-honoured methodology with a clear and businesslike form

of exposition well adapted to the present times. The interested

modern reader finds here a systematic, thorough introduction

to the whole field of Buddhist mental culture and the progress

of insight, structured in the traditional way to take account

of the three main divisions of the Noble Eightfold Path - moral ity

,

concentration and wisdom - but focussing primarily (as is natural

in a book on meditation) on the latter two.

This is a book, therefore, that will prove extremely useful

to the interested student. The interest, however , must be genuine

and include a readiness to some earnest effort on the part of

the reader. In fact, notwithstanding the author's straightfor-

ward language and his gift for lucid presentation, the subject

Itself is inherently complex and, in its dfc.ails, not xai.Ly

familiar even to those who,' while acknowl edg i ng the vita .mpor-

ttnee of meditation for the achievement of insight, do not happen

to be experienced meditators, or scholars, or both. And yet

• minimum of detailed analysis, as found here, is indispensable

to a deeper understanding. That is to say that this is not so

much a book for beginners but rather for those who, having already

•ome elementary knowledge of and - preferably - practice in Bud-

dhist meditation, are sufficiently motivated to make the effort

to acquire a more comprehensive knowledge as a means to further

progress. For those, this book will prove a helpful, informative

uide .

After these general remarks on the scope and qualities of

Ven. Gunaratana 's study, 1 should like to give closer considera-

tion to a central point in it. This is the author's definition

of the exact degree of importance of serenity, and hence of the

Jftanas, within the overall scheme of Buddhist meditation, and

their relation to the development of insight.

Everyone agrees that, by themselves, the jnanas do not lead

to the supermundane (or, as the author prefers to call thera,

upramundane) states of stream entry and so on and to final de-

liverance , and that these vital attainments are only possible

through the exercise of insight. At the same time, it is general-

ly agreed that the development of serenity (or tranquillity)

through the jhinas is helpful to the cultivation of insight.

A mind rendered, as the suttas put it, 'malleable, wieldy and

teady' by ih-iu* practice is clearly better prepared to exercise

th< penetrating, equanimous observation necessary to achieve

Iftilght. Hence the age-old tradition of combining both types

Of practice, especially by monks who had sufficient time and

Opportunity to do so.

The question on which opinions sometimes differ is whether

tht jhanas are an indispensable element or only an adjuvant -

Undoubtedly very valuable, but ultimately non-essential. The

iMue hinges on the degree of concentration needed for successful

lnolght practice. If, as some authors have claimed, fixed concen-

tration (appanB samatihi) is required, this implies, by definition,

tho attainment of full jhanic absorption, at least to the level
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of the first jhana. If, on the other hand, access concentration

(upacara samadhi) - or its equivalent, momentary concentration

{khanika samadhi) - suffices for insight, then the jhanas are,

equally clearly, not essential as a means of leading up to insight.

According to Ven, Gunaratana, the latter is, in fact, the

case, and he states it with admirable clarity. At this point

I should perhaps declare a natural readiness on my part to agree

venerable author because this is also my own view of

on canonical literature and on the
with the

the matter (based not only

statements of meditation masters, but also on the simple reasoning

all accounts of combined jhana and insight practice,

insight invariably takes
that , in

the penetrative contemplation affording

place 'on emerging' from a jhana, i.e. when the mind ceases to

be in a condition of fixed concentration). But it will be best

to let the author speak for himself:

two types

m

'The Theravada tradition divides meditators into

according to the way they arrive at the

supramundane path. One is the samathayanika ,
the

practitioner who makes serenity his vehicle, the

other is the vipassanayanika , the practitioner who

makes bare insight his vehicle. The former first

develops serenity to the level of one of the eight

attainments [i.e. jhanas] or their access, then

uses that serenity as his base of concentration

in order to develop insight. The latter, also known

as the dry insight worker {sukkhavipassaka) proceeds

directly to insight-contemplation as a concomitant

of his contemplation without initially developing

serenity to the level of jhanic intensity' (pp. 212-

13).

In both cases, the concentration relevant to insight develop

ent is of the so-called momentary kind:

'Momentary concentration arises in the samathayanika

yogin simultaneously with his post-jhanic attainment

of insight, but for the vipassanayanika it develops

naturally and spontaneously in the course of his

insight practice without his having to fix the mind

upon a sing le exclusive object' (p. 152)
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results From insight either alone or in combination

with mundane jhana' (pp. 212-13).

This conclusion, fully documented and discussed in the body

of the work, makes excellent sense and is. In my view, a major

contribution to the disposal of a largely unnecessary dispute.

We should all be grateful to the Venerable Gunaratana for it.

One word of warning: the distinction between mundane and supra-

mundane j/MBJs should not be confused (as the writer of the blurb

on the dustjacket flap of the book does) with the distinction

between the four (or five, according to classification) fine-

material jhanas (rupa jhanas) and the four immaterial ones (arup-

pas). All eight (or nine) jhanas are mundane exercises in sereni-

ty, not attainments of paths and fruits. On the other hand,

whenever a meditator, through insight, attains one of the four

paths and its corresponding fruit, that attainment occurs at

a jhanic level of absorption - those are supramundane jhanas

.

May we all hopefully progress towards them, with the help of

subtle yet sensible studies like the present one.

Amadeo Sol&-I.eris

The Way of Buddhist Meditation . Serenity and Insight according

to the Pali Canon. Kheminda Thera. Lake House, Colombo 1982.

xiv, 66 pp. For free distribution.

This is a learned attempt to prove from scriptural and comraentari-

al sources that (p. 62): ' jhana cannot be discarded from the course

of training laid down by the Buddha if the proper end of that

training, deliverance from suffering, is to be achieved. For

the attainment of jhana is a necessary condition for the develop-

ment of that insight which will blossom into the supramundane

wisdom of the noble path." This is in opposition to the now

widely-held view that jhana is not essential for this purpose,

and to the view expressed in the other books considered by this

reviewer in this issue. The matter is of more than academic

interest , since there are maany today - some in the West - who

are undertaking the bhikkhu training under teachers who do not

hold Kheminda 's view, and it seems very clear that some of them

have made remarkable progress despite this.

* The Buddha , it appears , nowhere stated that enlightenment

can be attained without jhana . However, it is equally true that

he nowhere dec I ared ihana to be essential: the key text, the

Sntipatlhana Su I 1 a , certainly says no such thing, and Kheminda

is hard put to it to extract, any clear statement to that effect

from the Commentar tes . The jhknzs, or something very like them,

were known bet ore the Huddha's enlightenment . This fact, would

explain why. In t lie context of his time, he laid so much stress

on them: they wore a vehicle ready to hand, as they Certainly

are not. Tor mo:;t people, evin it. the Kast , today. Rtit we may

suppose iliat ho introduced a new factor mindfulness into

the third and fourth iftaii.i.'.-, and il is this factor, rather than

Jhana itself, that is essential for enlightenment . What wot: Id

also seem Lo be needed is a degree of concentration in which

the well-known five hindrances are absent. This is the stat.-

cslled in the Commentaries iip.ir.-au sataaShi or 'access concentra-

tion'. From here, it seems, one can go forward with or without

Jhana, but with mindfulness, to achieve the vital breakthrough.

It. is not perhaps irrelevant to mention that Ven. Kheminda

la also the author of an earlier booklet, Pat.h Fruit and nibbana

(Colombo I y 6 5 > , in which he sets forth some rather unconventional

Views on a different matter. There, he was perhaps in a minority

of one in the present case he is in a larger minority, but

till a minority . However, in the final analysis, meditators

Will find out lor themselves the correct answer. It is nor. impos-

sible that some have already done so.

Maurice walshe

the Seven St a^e^s of Purification and the Insight Knowledges .

Hftara Sri NSnarama Mahathera. Buddhist Publication Society,

Handy 19Ht, xii, B2 pp. $5.00.

This is the Kr.glish translation of the gist of a series of talks

given by a distinguished Sinhalese meditation master. Their

basis is the sevenfold scheme of the Vi suddhimagga. ,
which goes

h«ck to the Rathavinita Sutta (M 24). Of the author it is 84 Id

the translator's preface: 'Although lie himself specialised

|n the Burmese Vipassana

he does not confine himself to 1 he ' pui e

methods and is able to speak wilh author

lty on the subject

Insight ' approach .

'
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The contents closely follow the principal sections of the

Visuddhimagga , but this is not just another rehash (as can some-

times be seen), because the exposition is informed with the infec-

tious enthusiasm of one who has trodden the path and now delights

in guiding the steps of others alung it. It is not for this

reviewer to speculate on what stage on that path the venerable

teacher has reached, and he of course would not be allowed to

tell us even if he wished. One can simply say that his pupils

are certainly fortunate to have such a teacher.

His enthusiasm finds its fullest, expression in Appendix I, Ttir

Call to the Hatlitat : vc Lite (pp.71f[), from which T will just

quote the beginning: 'The intrinsic value of the life of a medita-

tive monk is beyond estimation. There are various marvellous

ways of life in the world. But there can hardly be a more marvel

lous way of life than that of a meditative monk. When you come

to think about, this, you have reason to congratulate yourself

on taking up this way of life.' He then lists the four stages

in the life of a meditative monk:

(1) The occasion of 'going forth' from the house-

hold life;

(2) The preliminary stage in his meditative life

when he starts turning his mind in solitude

with the help of a meditation -subject;

(3) The encountering of dangers in the course

of meditation in solitude;

(4) The stage of enjoying the results of his medi-

tation .

Elsewhere (p. 47) he quotes verse 373 of the Dhammapada : 'To

that monk of serene mind who has entered an empty house and seen

with right insight the Dhamma , there arises a sublime delight

in transcending the human plane' - incidentally a verse that

one does not often see quoted.

Finally, this would be an excellent book to place in the

hands of anyone who has developed doubts in consequence of reading

Ven. Kheminda's booklet reviewed above - or various other works

one could think of

.

Maurice Walshc

the Twilight Language. K.S. BucknelL and H. Stuart -Fox. Curzon

Press, London 1986. xiv, 23.1 pp. * 8 PP- o* b/w illustrations.

£12.50.

This kind of book is not ea:;y to review as it contains a wide

range of subject matter dealing as the subtitle - Expl -rat Ions

In Buddhist Medilat'on and .Symbolism - suggests, with matters

of practice. The joint authors have ,ad some experience in this,

as the first of them was a Buddhist moiik for some time in Thailand,

While the second has studied /..mi in Japan and Kurej.

Their examination oi Buddhist meditation has thus some basis

of experience, though from the thoughts tbar. emerge from this

Work one would think they had never known the blessing of working

With enlightened teachers. otherwise the results wou Ld have

bten quite different. Their work is surely an exploration but

Of course in attempting to explore new territory it is quite

• asy to stray off, get lost or wander round in circles. To begin

With, they have tried to combine, not all that successfully,

•n exploration of symbolism found in the Pali Canon (where it

IB rather limited) with that contained in the thousand-year later

Jungle of the tantras. Their remarks on a meditative 'elite'

«nong Buddhist monks and nuns, those who were able to flesh out

the bare bones of the Buddha's words recorded In the suttas,

by the it own pract ice and attainment , are surely correct .
It

was (and still is) the Sungha that kept Buddhist practice alive,

M practice which has in some obscure ways linked together earlier

and later Buddhist traditions. The authors, though, have develop-

ed the idea, developed the view one might say, that there is

One underlying system of practice, from the days of the Plli

Canon right up to the time of the tantras. If begins to look

It though, when this work is examined closely, the 'facts' have

to fit the framework which they have set up.

This brings us to examine that framework in outline, an exam-

ination that reveals more of intellectual concern for systematica-

tton than deep faith to practice. However, as the authors remark

,

«He cannot decide what, to practise if one has no idea of which

direction that practice will lead. Their examination begins

by taking as the norm of Buddhist practice the Tenfold - including

fight insight (Bloa) and right liberation - rather than the Eight-
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[old Path. This seems somewhat eccentric as the Tenfold Path

is mentioned very rarely in the Pd 1 i suttas, whereas the Eighfold

Path is commonly found. Then follows the identification of samma-

nana (right insight, according to their terminology) with the

Three Knowledges (tcvijja).

It must be said at once, now that the train has begun to

veer off its tracks, that it is incorrect to identify in sigh t

(if by this one means n>jssan,i) completely with the Three Know-

ledges. Though the Buddha certainly taught that his Enlightenment

(Looked at in one way) was of the ThTee Knowledges, yet we can

know by comparison with its description elsewhere as the Six

Direct Knowledges {aha labliiniia ) that the first two, or five know-

ledges, are obtained from s am a ih a (calm) practice and only the

one, in both cases, arises from insight. It is therefore wrong

to equate .iamma -nana (best to call it Right Knowledge) with in-

sight ( vi passana ) that arises from the investigation of the three

characteristics - imperraanence, dvkkha and not-self.

Apart from this particular point there is a more general

one that arises in connection with this and other 'corresponden-

ces' made throughout this book. The authors do not seem to have

grasped the point that the Buddha did n ot teach a sy stem . His

followers have surely systematized his words many times, beginning

with the Abhidhamma, but his concern was not to construct a system

but rather to teach the Dhamma in such a way that it led to li-

beration in his listeners' hearts, liberation at least from some

of life's burdens, from all of them in those who were prepared.

This means that correspondences and identifications have to be

done most cautiously and one can only be fairly sure of the vali-

dity if one has textual support for so doing. So then, the Buddha

sometimes taught a Tenfold, sometimes an Eightfold Path - but

no deep meanings should be delved out of this!

We have records in the suttas of enlightened monks, arahants

,

some of whom possessed the various knowledges in abundance, some

who had none at all. Therefore, in setting out to prove that

the way to enlightenment is lost now (which is what the authors

do) because there are no longer any methods to attain Recollection

of Past Lives, or the knowledge of Arising and Passing (according

to kamma), is right off the track. These two knowledges occur

HUite naturally (and as a bypath) to some Died li at, ;, Jiid to

nthers they do not occur. This will depend very largely on whet-

tttr one 's own practice is more concerned with calm or dith i n-

(tight. It may be added that the 'method' of attaining the recol-

Itction of past lives in the Visuddhimagga is hardly convincing,

»nd coming from such an authority - a scholar not a meditator

may well be doubted.

This brings us to the question of authorities, for the two

authors quote very widely though sometimes strangely. Buddha-

Hhosa's Visuddhimagga seems accepted by them as an authority

tin meditation simply because it is a large and venerable treatise.

It is quite correct, to have doubts about this 'Path of Purifica-

tlon' due to its scholastic origin; on the other hand, they

have not quoted from what is probably the largest corpus of med i

-

(ative literature translated from Thai : the various books and

lalks in book Torm of the Korest Acharns in N . F. . Thailand. Acharn

l'hah gets one mention but the far greater literature emanating

rtom Achat us Ma ha uouwa , I.ee and Tail, all of it in the form

u( free books, is not mentioned at all. One may surmise that

I he authors had no connection with this Forest tradition - a

|iity, for U is surely the most vital of all meditative teachings

In Thailand. The only connection seems to have been with the

'Pifth Group' centre of watered down Burmese 'vipassana' in Wat

tUhathal (Mahadhalu) , Bangkok.

To return to the authors' attempt at finding a 'system* of

meditation which, it seems. they hope will be valid for all

(Hople all the time. They do not allow for the extraordinary

differences between people as, by contrast, the Buddha did by

tiaching the Dhamma in so many different ways. The Buddha has

taught for instance that it is possible for experts in calm medi-

tation to progress all through the jhanas and formless attain

Hints, enter cessation and then on leaving it attain (Milighten-

«#nt, though Huddhaghosa does not emphasize this at alL and in-

liits there must be vipsstanS before an enlightened stale, but

OtlC authors are narrower still and insist (note n on Ch
.

I I I )

'that the destruction of the is.-svas immediately after rifrrxf/i.i

(eoesation) represents a textual corruption'. So much for views.

These dominate the discussion of Insight Meditation in Ch . IV
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where , besides some wise remarks on pp. 50-1 on the dilemma faced

by a meditator, the authors have thrown in rather a strange assort-

ment of quotations to support their case with such disparate

figures as Christmas Humphreys, Kr ishnamurt i and David-Neel ap-

pearing. It is a wonder, with SO many good hooks on Tibetan

Buddhism and Zen, that the authors have not quoted from more

modern works and translations. Some sr. eps are outlined here

as being of value to insight: retracing, observation of linking

and awareness. The authors say that the f i. rsl of these is not

found in the Pali suttas but. ir is mentioned very clearly in

the Vitakka -sa nth an a Sutta (M 20), One wonders whether, for

this is not clear, they have e x_p e r_i e nc_e_d all that. t. hey talk ot

in this chapter or whether at least some of this material is

conceptual knowledge

.

Later in the hook they go on to fit the five knowl edges ol

the tantras into the stages of meditation 'discovered' by them.

Again one wonders if they had taken teachings from living Tibet art

masters whether the results of their 'explorations' would have

been different. Rather, they would have been.

There is no room here to discuss many points raised In this

book, some valid and Some speculative. It tin I y remains I o say

that this book is one which profits from close reading and much

note- taking- There are good things to note there scattered among

much other material which is termed exploratory at best and specu-

lative at wo r s t

.

Phra Klijnt i pj J o

The Two Traditions of Meditat. ion in Ancient. India. Johannes

Bronkhorst. (Alt- und Neu-Indische Studien 28, ed . by Seminar

fur Kultur und Geschichte Indiens, University of Hamburg.) Franz

Steiner Verlag Wiesbaden GmbH, Stuttgart 19H6. xii, 145 pp.

DM 36.00.

The author is one of those young, agile scholars who suffer under

the present 'recession' in academic appointments. His published

research papers show a solid philological background and a wide

acquaintance with primary sources and scholarly literature in

the field of Indian religions. A comparable publication record

would, twenty years ago, have secured without problems a permanent

became the core of the 'authentic' buddhist nod i tat i on to which

was later added the practice of mindfulness l.vj'i) borrowed per-

haps from outside movements (e.g. Jainism) and originally probably

directed only towards the body.

(2) "Main si ream' meriilaiion was the ascetic effort to anni-

hilate the consequence of all one's former actions, totally sus-

pend all new activity, bring one's mind to a complete standstill

and stop all hod i ly processes. It was exemplified by Jainism

in which it often culminniod In st at vat ion to death, whilst all

Its elements can also be found In some Hindu texts. Its basic

idea is preserved in Pat an

j

a I i ' a Yoga Sutras where yoga is defined

as the 'suppi ess ion of I he activities of the mi tid '
. Patanjal i

also preserves the main stream' feature of" stopping bodily func-

tions in his definition ol praiiauaitia as 'cutting off the movement

of breathing out and breathing in' . There is a strong element

of asceticism in 'main stream' meditation, but it also has its

Methods ol 'pure meditation', although even these are geared

10 the achievement oi complete motionless of the body and mind

resulting in physical death.

Generally speaking, 'main stream' meditation always has an

ascetic streak whilst Buddhist meditation is a happy affair,

accompanied ,ts it Is by joy ( !' > '
'<

) up to the second fflana and

bliss lMiifcli.1) ui. to the third, to be replaced by equanimity in

the fourth fftjiu. However, there were developments. The Bhagavad-

Klti" advocate:; disinterested activity in the 'discipline of ac-

tion' (.Aarniatjoga) and asserts that liberation is achieved through

getting to know one's inner self, which remains unaffected by

action. There is the way to liberation through the 'discipline

Of knowledge' ( r n.ina <i f»».i ) which stems Trom popular sankhya (much

in evidence in the Mahabh.lra r a ) , but it has its precursor already

ltt the Llpanisadie salvation through the knowledge of" the ar.ma;j

Which Is unchangeable and uninvolved in any action. The tradition

of strict asceticism did nor. die out, however, and continued

In the trend which resulted in the elaboration of Hatha Yoga

'whose mastery was thought hy some to be a precondition for know-

ledge, because knowledge could not on its own lead to the goal.

There was also mutual influence between the two traditions.

lUddhist influence on the Hindu 'main stream' meditation is noti-
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ceable in the Mahabharata when it mentions a 'fourfold d/jyanayoga '

in some Yoga Upanisads, and particularly in I'atanjal i
'

s descrip-
tion of stages of -i.imarili i Containing elements such as happiness
(.ananda) which the author regards as contrary to the 'main stream 1

definition of yoga with which the Yoga Silt r.i begins.

Much more space is given to the evidence of the 'main stream'
influence on Buddhist meditation: Devadatla's five demands, some
forceful methods of restraining the mind and particularly ariipa

meditation practices. The brahma vJharas have, obviously, to
be regarded as also originally non - Buddh 1 st ; the author, surpris-
ingly, assumes for them an historical connection with the reflec-
tion on infinity in Jain is in.

Other instances of 'main stream' Influence on Buddhism are,
according to the author, the tendency to postpone full liberation
until after death , on the one hand , and t he use oT the Idea of

liberating insight on the other. The former concerns i he problem
of 'two Nirvanas'. There Is a tendency to regard only the one
'without a remainder' as the true liberal ion, and this is 'main
stream' influence because in the 'main stream' 1 tad It ion ascet it-

practices secured liberation only a) lei dealh. The influence
in the context of liberating insight can be seen in the Buddhist
imitation of the 'ma 1 n stream ' trad It Ion by t ry 1 tig to Rive it

a specifically Buddhist content: when the possibility of libera
Lion in life was accepted I ri the 'main stream', it was by way
of the Upantsadic insight into the unchanging nature of the sou]
{arm.in). I n Buddhism, however, liberating insight had originally
not spelled out content as the Buddha would not. talk about the
soul . Thus the Buddhists varied the content oT t lie i r concept
of liberating insight according to what was at one time or another
considered most essential to the teachings of the Buddha: first
the Four Noble Truths, later the grasping of Dependent Origina-
tion, then again the doctrine of pudqala nairatrnga or of the
Three Signs applied to the skaadhan , Originally, however, only
the destruction of the asanas sufficed for liberation.

In order to prove that the " Buddhist jhanic meditation did
not exist before the historical Buddha invented it, the author
presents a complicated argument trying to show that the Brhadaran-
yaka Upanisad ( BU ) , or at least some relevant parts of it in

appointment for a young scholar. Under the present conditions

he has had, 1 understand, to put up with temporary appointments

and limited research grants, one of which enabled him to write

the present, study. For most of the time he has been attached

to the Kern institute (the Indian Studies department of Leiden

University) and 1 see him named as Secretary of the Organizing

Committee of the Vllth World Sanskrit Conference which took place

in Leiden last August.

The book is written in a somewhat undisciplined style stem-

ming apparent ly front a frame oi mind brought about by involvement

in specialised research projects with not much regard for setting

them into a wider context , which is presupposed rather than spel-

led out. There Is also a lack of basic definitions and even

of sufficiently clear explanations of the author's intentions,

and no attempt has been made hy the author to present his results

in a well arranged or systematic way. Even the Introduction

is a rather bewildering mass of statements and assertions which

become clearer only in retrospect, while his Conclusion Is nowhere

near a sucrint summary of his investigations. It becomes clear

only about half way through the book what the author actually

means by the 'two traditions of meditation', since he never really

offers a precise dose i I pi 1 on . On a second reading of the book

,

one starts forming a picture of the author's thesis and also

appreciating the value of his innumerable references and cross-

references to texts and other scholars' works. However, the

book would clearly benefit from a complete re-writing.

The two traditions of meditation are, in the author's termin-

ology, (I ) Huddh isl med i I at i on and (7 ) 'ma in si ream' meditation.

(1) Buddhist meditation was the invention of the Buddha

and he discovered it when still a bodhisalta; having unsuccess-

fully tried to reach liberation by various other (as we eventually

discover, 'main stream') methods, he recalled a spontaneous early

Childhood experience of (what he later termed) the first jtinna

and realised that this was the road to enlightenment. He was

DOW able to enter this first jhana again and continue through

the second and third jfianas into the fourth one. From there

h« then succeeded in achieving the total destruction of 'intoxi-

cants' (jsjr^s) thus gaining final freedom. This procedure then
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which a form of Buddhist -t ype meditation is referred to, must

be post -Buddhist . He further brushes .iside references to previous

Buddhas, and the idea of Hru t yekubuddhas ( wiio as a kind of tiudilh.i

would have to have reached liber nil ion through the same form ol

jhanic meditation as the historical Buddha ) is regarded by biro

as an importation from t. he 'main si? earn' I iiiili.1 Uni, since they

were steeped in ascetic rather than jhanic practice.

The author is of the opinion lli.it he h.is presented a coherent

theory of the two dial i net traditions of medit.it ion in nncieni

1 [id la on the ha si s of pit i I o I og I ca I research , Furl her understand

ing of the issue would require a different approach and he i nit I

ca tes that he may return to t he l. heme . He thinks t ha t h 1 s t heot y

explains 'the contradictions in t lie Buddhist canon' and supat-'Sl^

that the only constructive criticism ni It would be to present

.1 n a \r e- 1\ hrti t I pr T hd or vin even better theory

Without taking up the author '» challenge to present a bet lei

theory, which would hardly be possible in a review article, there

are a few points which can be raised in throw some doubt mi his

method and theory. Kirst there is his concept of 'authentic'

Buddhist meditation. it is difficult to accept the author's

thesis that i t s } hit it a /rfJiyana component was i fie Buddha ' s i nveut ion

since the Buddhisl sources I h ems elves do not make thai claim.

The sections on flhit.t ji.j in the Bll are rat her pr i m i t i ve ot archaic

and do not show any trace ot t fie dove I oped sy st ema 1 i c form wti i c li

the Buddha gave to jhanic meditation. if Build histn had influenced

this Up.inisad if would have been noticeable in those seel ions,

but the concept of tf/iH.jrta in them does not betray any Buddhist

influence. I cannot decide at the moment whether the sentence

in fill 4, k, ^'1 '...having become calm, subdued, quiet, patiently

enduring, concentrated, one sees I lie soul in oneself' which

is reminiscent of Buddhist formulations - is really a post -Bud-

dhist interpolation, as the author tries to prove, or jus! early

evidence of developing meditation a 1 procedures shared by various

movements in which Buddhism played its part (as 1 am inclined

to believe), but the case foi regarding whole important sections

oflheBUaspc
Hi i l. lie case l ui i e.gd I u i jig wnu i e impitii.Liiii icn iuii^

post- Buddhist is hfghly unconvincing and would need

than the author offers. It would further

analysis of the Ctiaudogya Upanisad which

much more analysis

necessitate a thorough atialy;

has much in common with the BU and would also have to be proved

to be post-Buddhist, at least in parts.

The author quite unjustly ignores the whole development of

the dhyanic trend i ti Vedic literature. If his method is philo-

logical he should have given some attention to the Vedic concept

Of dhl , the predecessor of the Upanisadic and Buddhist dhuina

(or at least utilised Conda's investigations on the subject in

The 1/ision nt ilic VhcIU: VnoiH, The Hague f°61. to which he does

not refer). In any event, dhyanic meditation is not an exclusive-

ly Buddhist method, and although it was probably given its system

«tic shape and contents by I he Buddha himself, 11 cannot have

had its origin solely with hltn.

Moreover, not even I he second component of the author's

'authentic* Buddhist meditation, the destruction of the ssj'Js,

Can be construed as purely Buddhist and without any previous

history. Three are usually mentioned: Lwjsji'j, bhava sjva and

«vijjasav,i (intoxication with sensory desire, with existence and

rfith ignorance). The destruction of desire and existence l s t he goal

of 'main stream' asceticism even by the author's own account

tn the appropriate chapter in his book, and the destruction

Of ignorance can be seen as equivalent to winning knowledge or,

in the case of the 'main stream' tradition, insight into the

unchanging nature ol .if man as again quoted by the author himself.

The question of whether the concept of liberating insight itself

is of Buddhist or 'ma in stream' origin does not seem to have

been resolved by the author, but his contention that at least

its content as given by the Buddha is solely his invention cannot

be upheld. Again, the Buddha obviously utilised and developed

In his own ingenious way the elements of sramauisl practice and

brought them to 1 tuition.

While the 'purely Buddhist' elements of the author's idea

Of Buddhist meditation appear on closer scrutiny to have pre-

Buddhist roots, 1 find his suggestion that the practice of mind-

fulness was borrowed by Buddhism from outside movements ,
possibly

from Jainism, most surprising. It anything it is the sjtipiittliajia

Mthod of meditation which has been hailed within the Buddhist

tradition as specific to it and devised by the Buddha himself.

\t% suggested Jain origin seems highly improbable and it is diffi-

cult to point to any other source outside Buddhism with respect

Co the origin of this practice. To decide the question, a thor-
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oughly researched Invest igat ion is needed instead of a passing

suggestion.

The author's concept of 'main stream' meditation is also

rather dubious. He draws for it heavily on Jain sources which

were redacted relatively late and are not, therefore, always

very reliable, but what is quite clear from the early Buddhist

and even Ved i c sources is that there was at large at the time

a very hroad and variegated sramanist movement with a strong

element of asceticism in it. Jainism was clearly a part of It

in its prc-MahavIra time and the Rodhisatta himself was drawn

into it when he turned lo severe ascetic practices and was joined

by five other ascetics of a similar kind who then became his

first disciples after the Enlightenment. Thus we can say that

Buddhism emerged from the same background as Jainism, but it

became independent of it in a much more far-reaching way than

Jainism on account of the ingenuity of the Buddha.

The components of 'pure meditation' atld non-ascetic practices

like the biahma i-ifcirjs and arupa states do not really fit neatly

into the author's concept of the predominantly ascetic 'main

stream' tradition and this concept thus loses its validity, espec-

ially in the face of later developments in the Bhaga vadgi La ,

Yoga S0~tras and Vedanta. Moreover, the author has not taken

mto account tantric developments, some of which are of great

antiquity. Iti short, his thesis of two traditions of meditation

in ancient India appears to be a gross simplification of the

developments of meditalional techniques. All the main traditions,

whether Buddhist , Hindu or Jain, developed their systems from

a common background of diverse trends and, despite differences

In emphasis, concrete procedures and terminology, there are many

overlaps between them and also mutual borrowings. Rather than

devising even better theories than the one presented by the author

it would be much more profitable to conduct further systematic

research into and the presentation of the diverse ascetic, medita-

tional and spiritual trends and techniques in ancient India and

the way in which they interacted and developed over the centuries.

This criticism should not deter the reader from studying

this val uable book. It raises many interesting side issues and

s quite stimulating, instructive and helpful as a reference

work on certain topics. The author's research drive is admirable,

only his conclusions appear less plausible and his style and

presentation also leave something to be desired .
To use the

book, however, one must know it well since the index is somewhat

inadequate

.

Carol Werner

How to Medit at e: a practical guid e. Kathleen McDonald. Wisdom

Publications, London 1985. 221 pp. including Appendix and Glos-

sary. £4.95.

This is an excellent introduction to Buddhist raed itat iona 1 prac-

tice within the Tibetan tradition. It is written 'primarily

for those who want to start practising' (p. 7) but also provides

a useful introduction to the role of meditation in Buddhism and

its rationale in terms of Buddhist psychology. The author's

intention as expressed in the Preface is to explain meditational

, techniques 'simply and clearly, without any technical language',

|and she succeeds admirably in this objective. The book is refresh-

ingly readable with its short chapters and lucid style and a

clarity which is not achieved at the expense of oversimplifica-

tion. There are, for example, good basic explanations of the

doctrine of emptiness, Tibetan physiology, the nature of conscious-

ness, and the difference between 'stabilizing' and 'analytical'

meditation and their interaction in practice.

The author was born in California and has been a Tibetan

nun since 1974. Reading through the text one feels that she

has developed a mature understanding of the Tibetan teachings

without sacrificing her identity as a Westerner in the process.

By respecting both cultures she is able to speak directly to

the needs of her audience in an idiom which is both sympathetic

and attractive. At one point (p. 183) she describes a simplified

form of visualisation exercise for those who are short of time

'or iust iazy'. She also cautions the newcomer against boring

others by talking too much about meditation or making big changes

in lifestyle, behaviour or appearance (p. 30).

There are six parts to the book in all. The first two ex-

plain the nature of meditation and give advice on how to conduct

the practice and the types of obstacles which may be encountered.
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The remaining four parts are devoted to different types of medita-

Lional exercises. Part 3 consists of meditations on the nature

of the mind itself, focussing on its inherent purity and its

continuity through different lifetimes. Part 4 concerns 'Analyti-

cal Meditations' on subjects such as emptiness, the benfits of

human life, death and impermaneuce etc. There is also a useful

discussion on how to deal with negative mental energy such as

depression. Part 5 is devoted to the technique of visualisation

and Part f> to devotional practices. Finally, the Appendix con-

tains the phonetics of prayers in Tibetan to accompany the devoti-

onal prac t ices

.

Despite its comparative brevity the book deals with all the

major types of meditat i onal practice, and there is an abundance

of material for the newcomer to meditation to ponder over and

hopefully put into practice. It would also be useful for the

more experienced meditator who wishes to branch out and experiment

with new techniques.

A further application would be as an introduction to the

general ethos of Buddhism as a path of spiritual development.

It certainly succeeds in showing that 'Buddhism is practical

and down-to-earth, not a dry philosophy or an exotic cult' (p. 7).

Highly recommended

.

Djm icn Keown

A Meditator's Dia_ry. A Western woman's unique experience in Thai-

land monasteries. Jane Hamilton-Merr itt . Unwin Paperbacks,

George Allen & Unwin, London 1986. 157 pp. £3.95.

This hook, first published in 1976 by Souvenir Press, London,

is now reprinted as a paperback. One is tempted to be severe,

and wonder why. It is a slight work, and of very little interest

to anyone seriously concerned with meditation or with Buddhism

generally .

This was already pointed out in no uncertain terms in Mrs

Quittner's typically outspoken review of the original edition

(Buddhist Quarterly, Vol.9, 1, 1976), which deflated the title's

Claim to uniqueness and exposed the author's shaky grasp of such

basic subjects as the Middle Way (p. 2b of the book), and the

iifferencc between nl varans (hindrance ) and Nirvana ( p . 48)

.

This latter confusion might charitably be glossed over as a mis-

print but, if this is so, it could easily have been corrected

in the reprinting. Perhaps the author did not read Mrs Quittner s

review. But the publishers certainly did, as evidenced by their

managing to extract from it. by skilful fragmentary quotation,

what reads like a wholehearted commendation, now printed on

the paperback's back cover. Their technique is worth examining

as an example of the blurbwriter ' s art.

After castigating the author's superficiality and inaccura-

cies, Mrs Quittner concluded her review on a milder note:

'She (the author] does, however, excel in her description

of the wat itself and this is a fine and sensitive piec e

of writing . There are also some exquisite drawings by Sanya

Wongaram, an exceedingly talented Thai artist, well on his

way to world-wide fame' (my emphases).

By selecting only the emphasized words, this becomes, on the

present back cover: 'fine and sensitive piece of writing ...

exquisite drawings' - which suggests that the yhole book was

being praised as 'fine and sensitive'. Apart from rather cava-

lierly ignoring Mr Wongaram' s authorship of the drawings - in

fact, he is not given credit for them anywhere in this reprint,

which certainly will not help him on his way to world-wide fame,

but might give him grounds for suing the publishers.

But to return to the present review. Recall] ng the Buddha 's

injunction to avoid phaiusa vac a - harsh or unkind speech -

,

I have endeavoured to read this re-issue of the book with more

modest expectations.

Taken as what it really is, i.e. a factual journalistic ac-

count of a strictly limited experience, it is a pleasing enough

example of what the French, with their flair for exact termino-

logy, call 'tourisme culturel ' . It is written in clear, unpreten-

tious prose (which does, indeed, grow quite evocative in the

description of the war), and is thoroughly disarming in its

Straightforward reporting of the author's attempts at meditation

practice, her setbacks and small triumphs. On the evidence,

one does not feel she gained any very deep insight into the essen-

ce of meditation. There is a certain, typically Western, stress

on its mentally therapeutic effects rather than on its enlighten-
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ment value, an involvement with the periphery uninformed by an

awareness of the centre.

At the level of anecdote, the closing chapter contains a

lively illustration of the usefulness of anapanasati, mindfulness

of breathing. In overcoming fear if you ate stuck on a small

plane caught up in a major storm (pp. 141-2). It also offers

some, by and large sensible, advice to would-be meditators.

One would, however, take issue with some of the statements, such

as that 'five to ten minutes a day [of concentration exercises

]

in the initial stages, that is sufficient' (p.UO). This simply

glosses over the difficulties and ignores the paramount importance

of earnest perseverance and real effort. Those token 'five to

ten minutes a day' are more likely to be a mere alibi for super-

ficiality than a means of progress.

In case the publishers of any further reprints scan this

review, too, for quotable snippets, may 1 beg them at the same

time to correct the n 1 va rana /Nirvana howler on p. 48 and, while

they are about it, also the misuse of ' samma vada' for samma

vaca on p. 152, and the consistent misspelling of dukkha, which

is spelt 'dukka' throughout.

Am ad bo Sol6-Lnr is

The Forest Hon ks of Sri Lanka I An Anthropological and Historica l

Study . Michael Carrithers. Oxford University Press, Delhi 1983.

xii, 306 pp. Rs 145, £17.00.

Like the nuns, the existence of whom many would like to wish

away (!), the vanavasins or Sinhalese forest-dwelling monks are

barely recognised as a separate group within the indigenous Sangha

and are hardly known amongst members of the Buddhist community

as a whole. Indeed, a predominant section of the still-influential

Order would no doubt prefer to minimise the importance of the

non-village bhikkhus because of the embarrassment caused by their

way of life, which directly contradicts the easy-going routine

adopted by an overwhelming majority of samaneras-cum-bhikkhus

who continue to be accepted for' ordination and training well

below the age of discretion.

Hitherto, only the anthropologist Nur Yalman has written

professionally on the ascetic phenomenon. Otherwise, the only

relevant English-language articles seen by the reviewer are those

by Ria Kloppenborg " Ascetic Movements in the History of Theravada

Buddhism' {The Young Buddhist 1981, Singapore Buddha-Yana Organi-

sation), B.P. Kirthisinghe 'Sri Lanka's Salgala Meditat ive Caves

'

(Buddhist Quarterly II , 4, London Buddhist Vihara 1979) and L.G.

Hewage 'Meditation Centres and Hermitages in Sri Lanka' (World

Fellowship of Buddhists Review, Bangkok, April-June 1983),

The study under review, therefore, represents the first full-

length work on the subject and thereby corrects a serious defici-

ency in our knowledge of Buddhist practice within the traditional

framework. Yet the ascetic movement in Sri Lanka, whose raison

d'etre is based on Dhammapada 1, is little more than a century

old. Following the rediscovery, revival and reform of this way

of life, which gained particular impetus between Independence

and Buddha Jayanti Year (1948-56), there are now 600 bhikkhus

living in 150 hermitages (aranya senasanaya) throughout the Island.

At the outset the author (an American lecturer in Anthropolo-

gy at Durham) outlines both negative and positive motives determi-

ning eremetical renunciation. The latter are summarised in the

statement, 'to become a forest monk is a heroic and laudable

choice, a destiny that appeals to romance and high hopes rather

than to misery and desperation to escape. Furthermore, it is

a motive which is hidden, though hidden rather on the purloined-

letter principle by being implicit and pervasive. Even more

than the canonical literature, Sinhalese literature is completely

suffused with the light of this gentle courage of renunciation,

the highest possible virtue' (p. 15). The keynotes to such an

existence are undoubtedly simplicity, certainty, order (= 'stabi-

lity' in the Benedictine sense?) and peace of mind - as opposed

to what William James termed 'the discordancy and brutality of

secular existence' .

Chapter 2, on 'European Monks', deals mainly with Nyanatiloka

who was, incidentally, given a state funeral in 1957. His unpub-

lished autobiographical sketch is probably unknown outside the

Forest Hermitage, Kandy, and the pioneer extracts in translation

are, therefore, all the more welcome, putting his adolescent

monastic aspiration into proper perspective . (Two points worth

noting: p. 32 - The Critique of Pure Ri-ason is by Kant, not Des-
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cartes; p. 34 note - one is surprised at the author's inability

to secure a copy of Subhadra ' s iiudith i at. t'arcciiisii since a new

edition was produced by the Buddhist Publication Society, Kandy

1970 and reprinted in 1982).

The next chapter, 'The Path of Tanna '

, constitutes, as its

title suggests, a disquisition on the practical importance of

the Visuddhimagga , centred on the three principles of voniso

manasikira ( ' psychological pragmatism' ) , v i• nuddhi and vivoka

('isolation'). It is, of course, well-known that Buddhaghosa
'
s

manual has a reputation exceeded only by the Buddhavacana and

is the textbook par excellence in the Theravada world. What

is not explained is the seeming lack of appeal of the Vimutt imagga

: 'tainted' with being 'unorthodox' (i.e. stemming from the Abhaya-

girivihara as opposed to the 'established' Mahavihara in mediaeval

Ceylon), it is, notwithsland ing, less scholastic and more practice-

orientated and would be expected to have a more enthusiastic

reception among the 'unorthodox' vanavas inn . In describing the

education of a pupil of l'uva kdandave Panriananda (the nineteenth

century founder of the oldest continually occupied hermitages

- at Batuvita and Kirinda), Carrithers makes these pertinent

observations: 'First, the education itself is not esoteric, handed

down in secret from teacher to pupil, but is the common and rela-

tively accessible property of anyone who cares to learn Pali.

(Indeed, many laymen became scholars, being taught in the tradi-

tional way In the monastery and then acting as teachers to monks.)

Second, the education of the pupil is necessarily an affair of

more than one teacher: this is in keeping with the principle

of consensus which requires that a monk be ordained by at least

five others. A consequence of this is that what is learned is

visibly tested for the pupil by the teaching and behaviour of

his different teachers in different circumstances, and it is

this which makes the tradition supple and living. Third, the

tradition thus handed on is explicitly learned, an affair of

many years and a great deal of application. This emphasis on

learning constitutes one of the factors supporting a successful

forest-dwelling movement. And indeed the reputation for strict-

ness of the whole Ramanna Nikaya, whether composed of village-

or forest-dwellers, was founded on its highest educational stan-

dard' (p. 83).

In Chapter f> we come across the founder of the modern tapa $a

-

yo movement at the turn of the century, Subodhananda , who was

residing near Talamgama , seceded from the Siyam Nikaya in order

to concentrate on the achievement of strict purity of conduct,

not, be it noted, as preparatory to meditation (which, strange

as It may seem, is not emphasised), but wholly as an end in itself.

This was a result of a preoccupation with ritual purity (- derived

from ancestral practices in pre-Buddhist India? ). By Buddha

Jayanti Year several temples adhering to the founder's method

had been established in the Kurunegala area. Despite vociferous

propagandising by a hard core of half a dozen bhikkhus, however,

the movement remained insignificant and uninf luent ial .

A more spectacular, yet even more ephemeral, manifestation

was the f ol lowing of Tapasa Hlmi (Chapter 7) from Vabada . This

movement flourished 1 952-4 and, by flaunting the sckhiua rules

of deportment, was deemed anti-social by a majority of the laity.

Whatever motivation was involved and whoever the sponsors (-

the malicious detected Christian missionary machinations), the

movement may be regarded as representing the lunatic fringe of

Buddhist asceticism

,

In Chapter 8 the author reverts to a description of more

'orthodox' ascetic protagonists, those 'who took their inspiration

from the Jatakas perhaps, but their organization from the Vinaya

and their practice from the visuddhimagga ' (p. 139). At the 1971

Census, 600 such bhikkhus were recorded compared to 20,000 grama

vasins ('village monks'). The former category took a stand on

the all-important uposatfta ceremony which was intended to ensure

the personal purity of each member of the Sangha , thus 'the funda-

mentalist Sangha is founded on individual self-cultivation even

in its organizational structure' (p. 143), Attention is next

focused on Asmandale Ratanapala who was ordained and trained

In Kandy, then at the Vidyodaya Pirivena, before residing at

the Sugatabimbaramaya in his home village in 1930. He is the

only Sinhalese bhikkhu to have left an autobiography, Mage Jivita

Caiitaya , for the guidance of his pupils. In 1938 he took the

decisive step of embracing the vanavasin way of life under Kehel-

pannala Sumana and, after staying at various places, finally

Settled in caves near Asmandala where a well-established centre
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now exists. iama U'JSU 1). Within ten years the optimum number of LOO bnil.khus

had been accepted Cor training in med i lat i on and st amiard i ;ied

The history of the indigenous Sangha is then cursorily exami

.„„ irrl,, l
. n l devotional practices a I. the forty centres under Jitiiivamsa s nomi-

nal control and in concert with a new co-worker, A. Ratanapala.

The former has the 'gift... to make the forest lite seem a series

not of prohibi U on;; but of opportunities for 1
.

i berat i on . . .
'

( p. 2 2(1 ).

It is Significant, in a defeatist era where ultimate release

ned [Chapter 9) , especially in the context of how mc

intervention affected subsequent developments and attitudes.

During the 1 9 K>s , KuhulnSpi Devarakkhita (a vlharSdhipat 1 near

Gampaha) took as his model the reformist Sangharaja Mahakassapa

of D-imbul5gala who served under Parakkama ba"hu the Great in the

twelfth century. Although not an ascetic in he usua 1 mou Id

,

Devarakkhita was instrumental in founding the Salgaia hermitage

(supported in this venture by the future first premier of indepen-

dent Ceylon, D.S. Senanayake). The next personality to consider

ts all but dismissed as impossible (in Sri Lanka) that the sign-

board at .linavamsa's training centre bears the almost, provocative-

legend 'Buddhism still leads to Nirvana' (p. 221).

The main problem, an insuperable hairier some might argue,

is a pupil of Devarakkhita, Vaturuvile fianananda . He had falieri i ay ln reviving the meditation tradition which had been broken

out with Ratanapala over the issue of village Sangha practices bv cen turies of (South Indian) Chola invasion and European coloni-

and, being less inflexible, was more aware of the historical ea tion and Christian missionary activity. 'The word lor medita-

mission of the Sangha as a cultural entity. He met fellow aspir- tion in pa 1 i and Sinhalese is hhavanA
,

whose meaning might best

ants to the forest life, although such tended to be incapable De glossed as 'cultivation' or ' se 1 f -tra i ning '
. As such it does

of intellectual work or were not in line to inherit a village nnt me an - I cannot emphasize this too strongly - merely sitting

temple (- a pernicious custom in any rural society where the- ln solitude and engaging in some special form of internal content-

extended family holds sway). He took up residence at a new arama plation, although that is the image which the word, like linglish

near Kalugala but also settled in the hills of Hadunagala. The 'meditation', calls up in the mind of the average Sinhalese,

process culminated in the establishment of 'The Vaturuvila Hermi-
( It is suggested by the sitting Buddha image found in almost

tage Centre and SrT Nlnananda Forest -dwe 11 ing Seminary' with every temple.) tthZvani is the perpetual concern of the monk,

accomodation for sixty samaneras and, in 196H, his recognition and ideally it covets his attitude - investigating, reflecting,

as nlnaka of the 'vanavasl nikaya'. He was thus enabled to per- learning towards his every deed. In this light .Hnnvamsa always

form ordinations without recourse to the Kandyan Siyam Niklya hoped some day to write a book about the Vinaya rules which he

establishment, although both fraternities are the exclusive pre- wou ld call nil.' itjdimu ('Training the Mind'): it would show that

serve of the Goyigaraa caste. each rule. In so far as it governs some aspect of the monk's

j -k ,h~ behaviour, and in so far as every aspect of the monk's behaviour
The final section of this book investigates in depth the

,h ct k a l„5ni Is governed by some rule, has a purpose in menial cultivation,
most serious and successful ascetic grouping - the Sri Kalyani

yoga"srama Samsthava - and its founder, Kadavadduva Jinavamsa

An infant prodigy, he was ordained in the Ramaiina Nikaya and tion

soon displayed authority, initiative and intelligence. He preach-

ed and wrote on the need for Sangha reform and met up with Matara

isolation (and thaE th ' K is "yroologica lly related to the word for develop .

vidarsang In this respect, therefore, the entirety of the Buddha's teaching

Is conceived as directions for meditation' (p.?2/,>. A very clear

xposil i.or, on the putposs of meditation is subsequently provided

'Once he is settled in the realisation that experi-

and indeed in Sinhalese one 'nourishes', 'develops', or

'increases' it, fadjnsM. It is in this sense that the samsthava

aonks speak of their 'work', ™:a, and it does not escape them

Sanarama who had cultivated his own practice in

was later to write on the 'Tradition of Insight

Parapu ra , 1961 This is the same bhikkhu whose account of The

Seven Stages of Purification and the insight Knowledges is review-

ter was invited to become the main meditation by the ali '"-'r
ed above The

teacher at the Samsthava which was ini tially based near Tissamaha- ii p e t mi it n (• (i

:
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and devoid of any compellingly real essence, he is able to renoun-

ce them. He is able, in other words, to give up desire, to dis-

criminate between the dangerous habits and attitudes which lead

to grasping, and the newly- achieved habit of relinquishment.

And with relinquishment comes release. Nirvana' (pp. 227-8).

Again, '... the propositions of doctrine are transmuted into

immediate perception, here and now (dii.th' ova dhawmo}, and with

his disciplined and wieldy mind he is able to effect a change

in his most intimate mental habits (having already disciplined

himself physically by the Vinaya)' (p. 220).

Ninarama investigated those meditation traditions - mainly

of eighteenth century Thai origin - that had been current in

Sri Lanka hut had fallen into abeyance. Their resuscitation

from fragmentary texts was deemed impract
.
ical and the turning

point came as recently as 195H when he practised under the visit-

ing Burmese master . U Javana, whose method stood in complete

contrast to the accepted standard di scursive /ana lytita 1 technique

based on the Visuddhimagga . Thereafter, the so-called ' New

Burmese Method' gained ground on the Island and is best represent-

ed by the Kanduboda Meditation Centre. The autonomy of the indivi-

dual bhikkhu is enhanced by Vinaya prescriptions which stem from

the Mahaparinibblna Sutta . Indeed, the twin guides principles

of self-reliance and dependence on the Teaching were recommended

in pLace of a (fallible) human guru in authority, aLthough this

republican, almost anarchic, structure has distinct drawbacks

in view of invariable human weakness, not to mention the proli-

feration of lone bhikkhu mavericks. Moreover, historically,

this situation has only obtained in Ceylon, Burma and Vietnam

where Western-inspired social and political disruptions were

in evidence

.

The final chapter documents the embodiment of the modern

hermitage movement: Tambugala Anandasiri. He joined the Ramanna

Hikaya and became a pupil of Devarakkhita , but after a chequered

career joined forces with Jinavamsa in 1971. He advocated a

radical interpretation of the spiritual Path: rather than being

content with the passive rSle of arahant {surely a remarkable

enough achievement in itself!), he aimed to imitate the road

to Buddhahood no less. Emphasising the earliest source material

in the Pali Canon, his keywords were 'investigate', 'discuss'

and 'question'. As he put it, ' Ont- must live a wise ( n tji jl)

life, intelligently and mindfully (r, ihinuvan in) , acci :tLn,-, to

the old daily schedule (dinj varikava). One must live that way.

Intelligently, following the life step by step in such a way

that one develops awareness (vjpjssanl)' (p. 2 76). Anandasiri

is now settled at 'the most isolated and splendidly wild' hermi-

tage in Sri Lanka - Kudumbigala - which is in the midst of a

wildlife sanctuary. It is characterised by a rule of silence

and the absence of devotional sessions, whilst casual visits

are actively discouraged.

By giving exclusive attention to Sri Lanka, this study com-

plements S.J. "tambiah's survey of The Buddhist saint of the forest

... (in Thailand - Cambridge University Press 19B4), Moreover,

at appropriate intervals the author lucidly explains salient

features of Buddhist doctrine which thereby keep in perspective

the ideas and practices of those described.

Written in a highly readable style, this timely survey of

a hitherto unknown meditation tradition will hold an immediate

appeal to the historian of religion and anthropologist, quite

apart from any practising follower of the Path. A second edition

Should include an appendix giving the exact geographical where-

abouts of the hermitages mentioned in the text (a sketch map

would also prove useful) together with a list of recommended

training centres geared to the needs of Western aspirants.

RBW
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